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The home of Herbert Waggoner, in the
New Providence community, was completely destroyed by fire last night, according to reports from the Calloway
County Fire-Rescue Unit.
The blaze started in the kitchen, according to reports, and leveled the frame
house.
Fireman Ricky Edwards received minor
injuries in the fire when he sustained a cut
to the right hand. Eleven men and three
units answered the call.
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Road Improvement
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A $108,560 contract for road improvements in Calloway County has been
announced in Frankfort.
According to Transportation Secretary
John C. Roberts, the contract calls for
blacktopping various roads in Calloway
County for about four miles.
The various roads include sections of the
Murray-Wisdew-Harris Grove Road (2.5)
miles) and the Brady Road 1.5 miles).
The contract was awarded to the Lake
Paving Co. of Grand Rivers.
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MAKING FRIENDS, can be an enjoyable experience during the summer months, as with Amy Bryan and friend. Amy is
the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Phil Bryan of Lynn Grove Rd., Murray.
a
Photo by Barry Johnson
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WASHINGTON (AP) — The U.S. government, collecting oil import fees illegally
for the past three years, could owe every
American about $5 plus a price reduction
of about 4.3 cents per gallon on gasoline
and other petroleum products.
But don't run out and spend that money
just yet — you may never see a penny of it.
For one thing, President Ford is considering appealing Monday's U.S. Court of
Appeals ruling that he does not have the
authority to place fees on imported oil.
White House Press Secretary Ron Nessen
said Ford would discuss the possible appeal with advisers today in Vail, Colo.
The import fees began Jr, April 1973,
when then-President Richard M. Nixon en-

Partly cloudy and warm with slight
chance of showers and thundershowers
through Wednesday. Low tonight in the
mid 60s. High Wednesday in the upper 80s
to low 90s. Thursday variable cloudiness
with chance of thundershowers.

Ovve

ded direct.quota limits on U.S. oil imports
and replaced them with import fees. Ford
raised the fees this year.
But the court said the fees "are beyond
the scope of their (the presidents')
authority and cannot stand."
The decision could block further government collection of import fees now totaling
up to $2.21 per barrel on crude oil, $1.23 on
gasoline, and $1.12 on other refined
products and unfinished oils.
It also could provide the legal basis for
further court or congressional action to
refund to the public the fees already collected since April 1973.
Robert Moore, head of the Federal
Energy Administration's oil import
division, estimated in an interview that
fees still being collected for imports in
June, July and early August would bring
the total fees to around $1.1 billion.
That amounts to about $5 for every man,
woman and child in the United States, and
there was already talk of forcing the
government to make refunds.
A Federal Energy Administration official said it was conceivable that con-

No Warrants Issued In
Tappan Plant Incident
Despite efforts by both sides to obtain
warrants in Monday's altercation at the
local Tappan plant, none were issued by
Calloway County judicial authorities as of
today.
County Attorney Sid Easley said this
morning that he feels that to issue
warrants for either striking Tappan union
members or Murray City Police would be
to •'drag the strike into the courts, where it
does not belong." Easley said that he does
not feel that the strike should be brought to
court unless absolutely necessary.
The efforts to obtain _warrants arose out

of an incident shortly before seven a. m.
Monday, when police escorted a company
employe into the parking lot at Tappan.
According to union members at the scene,
a police car struck two men, Bobby
Holmes and Ralph Darnell. According to
police affadavits, the two men jumped up
on the car.
At noon today, members of the union
were reportedly preparing to attempt to
block the entry of an L&N Railroad train
into the Tappan plant area for the second
time, however, at presstime, no incidents
had occurred.

erjne For Tarriffs

sumers may receive "some type of
rebate"should the decision stand.
Chairman Al Ullman, 1)-Ore., of the
House Ways and Means Committee, and
Sen. Henry M. Jackson, 13-Wash., said
they would propose such legislation.
Jackson said the court decision "Should
result in substantial reductions in the price

Churchwell Named
To Head C-F Drive
Rev. John Churchwell has been named
Hardin Chairman of the Breath of Life
Campaign to fight children's lungdamaging diseases, according to Stanley
H. Tichenor, president of the Mid-South
Chapter, Cystic Fibrosis Foundation.
Rev. Churchwell will lead Hardin
volunteers in raising funds to support
research and care programs for children
affected by lung-damaging diseases like
Cystic Fibrosis, severe asthma, chronic
bronchitis, and bornchiectasis.
The Breath of Life Week will be September 15-19 with a door-to-door drive
scheduled during that week. Mrs. John
Dale is chairman of the Murray drive.
Approximately one of every 1,500 babies
is born with Cystic Fibrosis, which is still
incurable. C-F is inherited when both
parents carry the recessive gene for C-F.
It is believed that one in twenty persons, or
a total of ten million Americans, is a
symptomless carrier of this gene. Current
research funded by the Cystic Fibrosis
Foundation is seeking a practical test to
identify these carriers, as well as a cure
for C-F and better methods of treatment
for all lung-damaging diseases.
"Most people don't realize that there are
millions of children in the U. S. affected by
lung-damaging disease," said Rev.
Churchwell. "For some of these Children
breathing is a struggle, rather than the
natural function we, who are lucky, take
for granted."

Dinh Family Seeks Sponsors For
New Flame In Calloway County Area
By DAVID HILL
Murray Ledger & Times Staff Writer
The time is rapidly approaching when a
decision must be made on the future of a
Vietnamese family with local connections
_in Calloway County.
The -family of Mrs. Gaio Dinh, whose
daughter, Mai, is living with the family of
T. Wayne Beasley of CalloWay County,
must find local accommodations within a
verr few days or else they face the stark
possibility of never seeing Mai again.
Mrs. Dinh, seven brothers and sisters,
an aunt, and two cousins are currently in
Ft. Bragg, Ark., living in an Army
barracks scarcely the size of a normal
living room. They are to be shipped off to
Oregon to a work camp in a few days
/unless they can find interested persons to
sponsor them to live in Murray, where
they want to live.
fa ily becaine closely
the Beasley's through
's brother-in-law end sistet,
who Waakilled this summer in an airplane
crash. Mrs. Beasley's brother-in-law is
now responsible for finding a home for the
Dinh's, if poSsible, before they are flown to

THE DINH FAMILY
organization could sponsor the entire
family.
There would be no legal obligations
involved in such a sponsorship, living
quarters and temporary support would be
all that would be necessary until the
family can get a start.
Judging from the past history of the
family, it wouldn't take much, for them to
__There are two alternatives of finding get a start in Murray; the. family..is
---11cconifflodnRrn't -Mr- 11TV refugees in -originally from' Hanoi, where they were
Murray: the children could be split up and 4.wealthy upper-middle class citizens..They
individual sponsors found for each, or a
were forced to leave Hanoi and all their
group, such -as a church group or civic ._ assets when they moved to Saigon. There,

starting from scratch, the mother starte‘l
out with a modest tailoring service and
expanded it to include 15 employes into a
thriving business by the time of the fall of
Saigon.
The father was a ranking official in the
Saigon military, and was instrumental in
the return of many American prisoners of
war and missing soldiers to the United
States.
Now the family is again left with
nothing, and must start fir the third tont
from scratch, but from most opinions,
won't take much support to get the ;ndustrious family started.
Mai's father is now in Singapore, after
finally escaping Saigon with a 15-day trek
through jungle territory with little food
and water. He, too, was left penniless after
paying his way on a fishing vessel to
Singapore and having his remaining
money taken by the-ship's captaintls first
night on board.
Church' groups, civic organizations or
individuals interested in sponsoring any or
all of the family members should contact
Mr. or Mrs. T. Wayne Beasley. The family
desperately wants to stay together in the
same geographic area, and because they know people in the local area;
.beeause
Of the'educational opportunities here;TKi;;C
would like to be alsieisseernete-the-Morra)area..
All they need is just a little help

of gasoline, heating oil and electricity."
Cancellation of the full effects of the oil
import fees might reduce petroleum
product prices by something like 4.3 cents
per gallon, but there is great uncertainty
whether those effects can be fully felt and
even whether consumers will really see
any benefits at all.
Rep. Barber B. Conable Jr., R-N.Y.,
pointed out that the Organization of
Petroleum Exporting Countries, the
foreign oil cartel, already was scheduled
to discuss new price increases in September.
If the court decision wipes out the U.S.
import fees, "this will make it easier for
them to raise prices on foreign oil, because
they could raise it $2 a barrel and put us
right back to where the tariff was,"
Conable said.

Miss Ruth Lassiter, Finance Officer;
Mrs. G1Mda Jeffrey, Food Service
Director.
Murray High School
Eli Alexander, principal, John Hine,
assistant principal, Charles Archer, math,
Joel Atchison, math, Mrs. Idelle Bailey,
learning center, Mrs. Charlotte Barker,
guidance counselor, Mrs. Charlotte M.
Barksdale, English,
Mrs. Margaret Chadwell, special
education, Mrs. Mary Beshear, English,
Mrs. Joan Bowker, vecal music, Mark
Brady, driver education, Mrs. Margaret
Brown, English, Mrs. Sally Crass, home
economics, Gerald Carter, science, Jerry
A. Crider, science,
Mrs. Jane Fitch, health and physical ed.,
Mrs. Wanda Gough, business, Lloyd
Hasty, chemistry & phys. sci., Mrs. Ruth
Howard, French, Mrs. Clara Humphrey,
English, Joe Keeslar, industrial arts, Mrs..
Evon Kelley, librarian,
Mrs. Lucy Lilly, home economics, Mrs.
Donna Mabry,social studies, Mrs. Brenda
Maddox, math, Mrs. Frances Matararzo,
math, Mrs. Sarah Sue Miller, business,
'19Ifi:ReftrittoOdy7lintilal senesce., Mrs:-.Lucy Rollins, soc. studies and English,
Mrs. Mary Ann Russell, English, Mrs.
Margaret SEMIS, English and history,
Mrs. Betty C. Scott, art, Jerry Shelton,
biology, Joe Sills, instrumental music,
Cary Miller, health, P. E., coach, Heron
West, business, Thomas Turner, P. E.,
driver education.
Murray Middle School
Robert Glin Jeffrey, principal, Mrs.
Faye Beyer, 5th grade, Daniel Blankenship, industrial arts, Mrs. Jane
Blankenship, math & science, Miss Beth
Broach, physical ed.,
Mrs. Audrey Brown,language arts, Mrs.
Professional assignments for the school
Brownfield, guidance counselor,
Geneva
year are as follows:
Mrs. Pamela Cartwright, science, Mrs.
Fred Schultz,Superintendent of Schools;
Linda Sue Emerson,5th grade, Mrs. Myra
Preston Holland, Assistant SuperinJo Farley, math, Richard Farrell, soc.
tendent;
Mrs. Margaret Franklin, General, studies,
Mrs. Jean Geurin, art, James Harrell,
Supervisor of Instruction;
health, phys. ed. history, Mrs. Lulabelle
Willie F'. Jackson, Director of Pupil
Personnel;
(See Schools, Page 101

All students attending the Murray
Public Schools will register on Wednesday,
August 27. All schools will work on shortened schedules Wednesday, Thursday
and Friday. Monday, September 1, will be
Labor Day Holiday with the first full
length school day being September 2.
The Murray Board of Education has
completed the professional staff and approved the school calendar for the 1975-76
school year. The school calendar calls for
a 190 day school year, beginning August
25th and ending June 4, 1976. This calendar
includes 180 days with students present for
instruction and 10 days for in-service,
holidays and professional meetings.
The Board and administration feel that
this school district is extremely fortunate
to have such a highly qualified group of
tp of
_teachers employed_ to teach the youth
this community, a spokesman said. All
staff members are properly certificated,
with professional credentials from the Phd
level to recent graduates. This
professional staff has continued selfimprovement during the summer as seven
taL
of 23 have attended summer school or institutes.
The highlights of the school calendar for
the 1975-76 school year are as follows:
In-Service
August 25-26
All Students Register
September 1
Labor Day Holiday
F.D.E.A.
Thanksgiving
November 27-28
December 22-Jan.5.. Christmas vacation
Spring Break
March 29-Apr.2
K.E.A.
April 16
Professional Day
June 3
Spring Term Ends
June 4

TVA's Wagner Blames Coal Prices

For Electric Power Rate Increases
NASHVILLE, Tenn.(AP) — Tennessee
Valley Authority power rates have gone up
sharply in recent months because coal
prices have quadrupled in the past five
years, Chairman Aubrey J. Wagner said
Monday.
The authority uses coal to produce 75 per
cent of the power it distributes in most of
Tennessee and parts of six surrounding
states.
Coal is not the only reason for higher
power rates, Wagner told a civic club. But,
he said, "The overwhelming factor in increased power rates has been the unconscionable, skyrocketing cost of coal
that TVA must have to meet your electric
energy needs."
Wagner said critics of higher TVA power
rates have focused little attention on coal
producers and those companies which own
and control the domestic supply and cost of
coal and oil.
"Instead, electric power suppliers —
TVA and others — have borne the brunt of
the complaints," he said. Electricity is a secondary_ form of
energy, Wagner said, and is "subject to
what happens to the supply and cost of
primary energy so urces.
"We don't manufacture energy, we just

convert it to a form which is useful to you.
TVA and other power producers must have
coal, oil or one of the other primary energy
sources in order to generate the electricity _
that is needed.
In the final analysis the ultimate cost of-electricity is closely tied to what the power
producers must pay for fuel," Wagner
said. "In the TVA region that basis fuel is
coal, and it is by far the largest single item
of expense in producing electricity in our
system."
Wagner said the average cost of coal
burned in TVA power plants has increased

from $4.73 a ton in 1970 to a current average of more than $18 a ton. -And the trend
is still upward," he added.
"Each $1 per ton added to TVA's coal bill
adds $35 to $40 million per year to your
electric bill," Wagner said.
He said electric companies and services
"in effect, serve as collection agencies to
gather these dollars from you, as consumers, and turn them over to coal
producers.
"We do not relish this role, especially
when we know the prices paid include unconscionable profits."

Electric Rate Commission Has
Second Hearing But Few Attend
PRESTONBURG, Ky. (AP) -- The
Governor's Advisory Commission on Electric Utility Rates and Regulation has held
its second public hearing to which almost
no one came.
The commissiorimembers in attendance
did hear from the three officials of
organizations working with elderly and
low income citizens and from several

MAYOR ACCEPTS CHECK-7-Murraf Mayoz John LIcott accepts a check in the
sung.40-$14,288-1444olsolbaliot-iiiwtity Iffs_cher-LikasptesentedVoadawal-fernoon by Bob Carrico of the D4ast_er_Emers_ency Services bffice in Frankfort
appi-Oxi-mateTy-1/2,iiiitHOITI,OOT)We city
iS to receive to assist in repairing damage caused by heavy rains last spring.

representatives of munlcipally-oPerated
electric companies.
Commission chairman H. Clyde Reeves
of Lexington said he was afraid notice of
the meeting reportedly circulated by the .
Department of Public Information was not-explicit enough. He said he had hoped for
a better consumer turnout, but observed
that he didn't "attach any particular
signifigance to the fact that people aren't
coming out in droves."
But commission member David Vandeventer of. Louisville expressed disappointment. "One of the things I want to -know is how well people understand how
their rates are set, and I can't find that out
by talking to their representatives," he
said.
The electric company spokesmen told
the commission yesterday they oppose an
attempt to bring tht ir organizations under
the jurisdiction of the Public Service Commission.
Explained Randall Young, manager of
the Barbourville Water and Electric Co..
"It's expensive anytime you go before the
(PSC). It's not like country folk getting
together talking. It's more officials than
that."
TODAY'S INDEX
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CONINIUNITY
1
CALENDAR
L

Murray Chapter No. 92 Royal
Arch Masons and Murray.
Council No. 50 Royal and Select
Masters will meet at 7:30 p. m.
at the Masonic Hall.

Orr And Cain Vows Solemnized

Wednesday, August 13
Ladies
day luncheon will be
Murray Star Chapter No. 433
Murray Chapter of Parents
Order of the Eastern Star will served at noon at the Murray Without Partners will meet at
Country
Club
with
Mrs.
Tommy
meet at the Masonic Hall at 7:30
the United Campus Ministry
p. m. An initiation will be held. Crisp as chairman of the building 202 North 15th Street,
hostesses.
t eight p.
Murray TOPS Club will meet
Hayride
and
cookout
will
p.
at
seven
Center
at the Health
-start at Center Station, Land
m.
Between the Lakes at 6:30 p. m.
Make reservations at camWednesday, August 13
Senior Citizens of Dexter and pground gates or phone 1-924Almo will meet at the Dexter 5509.
Community Center at 9:30 a. m.
Tuesday, August 12

Thursday, August 14
Shutterbugs and Butterflies
walk for photographers will
start at Center Station, Land
Wesleyan Circle of First Between the Lakes,at 9:30 a. m.
United Methodist Church
Women will meet with Mrs.
Baptist Women of Elm Grove
Milton Jones at 7:30 p. m.
Church will meet with Mrs.
Walter Fulkerson at 1:30 p. m.
The Community Center on
North 2nd Street will open at
Dexter Homemakers Club
one p. m. for Senior Citizens. will meet at the Community
Center at 9:30 a. m.
Pottertown Homemakers
Club will have a luncheon at the
Welcome Wagon Newcomers gr
Colonial House Smorgasbord at Club will meet at the First
eleven a. m.
Christian Church at 7:30 p. m.

4•••

D&vt-14611,.
By Abigail Van Buren

Raty75...iive-in Beau .
DEAR ABBY: I am confused and distraught. My
daughter and her boyfriend, both in their late 20s, are
self-supporting. They both experienced disastrous divorces
in their 20s.
When they decided to live together six months ago, my
husband and I were very upset since we don't believe
couples should live together out of wedlock. We were very
fond of Betty's boyfriend until this happened.
We told her how we felt and that we would not set foot in
-her house under those conditions. We further told her that
as our beloved daughter she would always be welcome in our
home but never to bring Alan with her.
She replied that she was sorry we felt that way, but she
wouldn't tbink of marrying again without having first lived
with the man for at least a year. Our only communication
since that.time was an anniversary card frouiLlter, „
Today, I ran into Betty downtown. She bought me
and we chatted like old times. She's happier and _more
mature now than I've ever seen her. Wherr we partech-she
said, "Remember, Mama, our door is always open.'
I cried all the way home. It's been a painful separation for
all concerned. What do you think we should do?
MAMA
DEAR MAMA: Do what your heart tells you to do. Call
Betty and tell her that although the lifestyle she has chosen
is not your style, you respect her right as a person to live her
own life-and your door is open to her and any of her
friends.
—DEAR READERS: The following letter was sent to me
tfY-ii reader. I pass it along without comment:
Dear Customer:
company wish to express our deep
We at the
appreciation to all our customers and friends for your kind
expressions of sympathy when we lost our beloved wife anC
mother. Every kind word, every warm handshake and every
helpful act was gratefully appreciated.
Therefore, we are having a special "thank you" sale.
Special pricing has been made possible for this event
through the cooperation of our distributors.
The first 100 customers will receive $10 worth of food
coupons.
Sincerely,
(NAME OF STORE WITHHELD)
DEAR ABBY: My first cousin Randy and I got into a
real shouting match last night,.aod I need you to back me
up.
I say that Randy's children are my second cousins and
THEIR children are my third cousins.
Randy says I'm wrong. If I'm wrong, what are Randy's
children and grandchildren to me?
Also. if Randy's children are not my second cousins, who
are?
CONFUSED
DEAR CONFUSED: Randy's children are NOT your
second cousins. They are your first cousins, once removed.
And Randy's grandchildren are your first cousins TWICE
removed.
If your grandfather had brothers and sisters, THEIR
grandchildren would be your second cousins.
Everyone has a problem. What's yours? For a personal
reply, write to ABBY: Box No. 69700, L.A., Calif. 90069.
Enclose stamped. self-addressed envelope, please.
For Abby's booklet, "How to Have a Lovely Wedding."
send SI to Abigail Van-Baer-1. 132 Lasly Or., Beverly Hills,
Calif. 90212. Please enclose a long, self-addressed, stamped
(20e) envelope.

The
Welcome
Wagon
Newcomers Club will meet at
7:30 p. m. on Thursday, August
14, at the First Christian
Church.
The evening's program will
be presented by Judy Curd and
Sherry Parker, who as
tepresentatives from the
Beautician's Association,' will
demonstrate various types of
hair styles and discuss hair
care.
All members of the Welcome
Wagon_ Newcomers Club and
any new residents in town are
cordially invited to attend. If
you are a new resident and
would like to know more about
the club and-or would like a ride
to the meeting, call Mrs. Jean
Fleming, president, phone 7530224.

Miss Edwards
Is Honored .
Miss Vickie Edwards, August
15th bride-elect of Lonnie
Lovett, was the honoree at a
delightfully planned personal
shower held at the B. L.
Trevathan room of the Bank of
Marshall County, Benton, on
Thursday, August 7, at seven p.
m.
The hostesses were Mrs.
Kennita Roy, Mrs. Carla Reed,
Mrs. Rhonda Rudd, Mrs. Karen
Fullts, Mrs. Debbie Smith, and
Miss Karen Dickerson.
For the event the honoree
chose to wear a rust pant suit.
She opened her gifts for the
guests to view.
Refreshments of cake, nuts,
mints, and punch were served
buffet style from the lace
covered table centered with
large white and silver wedding
bells surrounded by smaller
ones. The cake was decorated
with purple and yellow roses
and in the center were the
words, "Good Luck Lonnie &
Vickie."
Approximately forty-five
persons were present or sent
gifts.

tiffany style glass
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Frances Drake

=.-..FOR WEDNESDAY, AUGUST 13,1975
Look in the section in which neglect the substantial for
your birthday comes and find "flashy" but momentary gain.
what your outlook is, according
YOU BORN TODAY are a
to the stars.
canny, knowledgeable person,
ARIES
filled with a great sense of
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 20) er
Mixed influences. You may justice and an altruism which
have a desire to do something could lead you to great heights
"different" but, before you do, in the cause of worldbe certain that it will be to your betterment. As with most
Leoites, you love the theater
advantage.
and could excel at any unTAURUS
dertaking connected with it.
( Apr. 21 to May 21) ICS
Certain changes of plan may You love color and uniforms,
be suggested. Discuss fully and too, and may be attracted to the
agree only if they seem truly military service. Other outlets
feasible. Don't cause needless for your talents: music,
literature, journalism,
controversy, however.
education, the law. You are
GEMINI
more practical than many of
( May 22 to June 21)
Some opposition possible now, your Sign, so may be more
but your keenness and sense of conservative in spending.
humor will help you win more Birthciate of: Alfred Hitchcock,
motion
picture
points than would force or writer,
producer,
director;
Sir
George
obstinacy.
Grove, musicologist; Bert
CANCER
(June 22 to July 23) 00 Lahr, comedian.
You may have to make some
compromises. Restrain no one
0.141r-WesSitithis.0144J3...but
be careful whom you eventually
follow. Don't, however, suspect
that all suggestions are illconceived.
LEO
1244;
-Z
July 24 to Aug. 23) ,
Don't dissipate valued
qualities or waste time. Reject
propositions unworthy of your
attention. See to it that your
talents do not rust through
inactivity.
VIRGO
( Aug. 24 to Sept. 23) Will
The emphasis is now on
choosing the correct project and
issues on which to shower your
TOO 1111111 MIlamsau=
—••
•
handiwork. No day-dreaming!
LIBRA
7:15,9:35+ 2:30Sat.,Sun.
( Sept. 24 to Oct. 23) Arl
An auspicious day for
business ventures. This is a
period in which to give your
it
finest performance, to capitalize on your gift of good
16•• ?brio
log as
management.
PETER
SELLERS
SCORPIO
OIRISTOPHER PUJOA/AER
S
(Oct. 24 to Nov. 22) 111/4
WHEN* S0611
Counting one's blessings
HERBERT WM
• • ft*
makes every picture rosier, but
k,S4r
es_srolk
DON'T count returns you have
V,p1MA
not and MAY NOT receive.
Mixed influences; use care in
all things.
11S.
02 err woo
SAGITTARIUS
"
:
( Nov. 23 to Dec. 21) ARO
III•1141.1_111Sa I
Without much planetary
*lbw Mot*
assistance, you can still net top
.0.0..01.0.A0.TA•S0.
0.o 0.10.111.0.0.m
41
returns now but, before acting,
te
etnui Rtr
i
plan Well, be sure of facts and
11118A IMAM
details, and above all, DON'T
A RE A/ WOMAN TELLS 114 TAR.
procrastinate.
CAPRICORN
rifle appys
Dec. 22 to Jan. 20)
ooceir
Important now: common
sense, logical analysis, ease of
4404
4"
action. Regular business and
work matters highly favored.
URRAT ' Opent 1'
.'S Harts ;
I
1
--1
Don't
AtIRms
wastes time on regrets.
•Thrue W•il •

-

Mr. and Mrs. James Edwin Cain II

Miss Marketia Orr and James McReynolds, who wore dresses entertained with a reception in
Edwin Cain II were married in and hats identical to that of the the church fellowship hall.
The bride's table was draped
a summer wedding at the honor attendants.
Sinking Spring Baptist Church
Miss Catherine Schwier and with a white lace cloth over pink
with Rev. Lawson Williamson Miss Leslie Orr, nieces of the with a centerpiece of pink
and Rev. Edd Glover officiating groom served as junior snapdragons, pink roses, white
at the double.. ring ceremony bridesmaids. Their dresses fuji mums, baby's breath, and
read at 7:30
were ,of pink silk organza ac- greenery flanked by candles in
The bride is the daughter of cented with Victorian collars silver candelabra.
The white four tiered cake
Mr. and Mrs. Dewey Beal Orr with large sashes in the back
:carried was decorated with pink
and the groom is the son of Mr. and hooped skirts. The,
and Mrs. Edwin Cain.
bouquets of pink sweetheart rosebuds and pink doves topped
The ceremony was read as roses and baby's breath and with pink satin wedding bells.
the wedding party stood beft wore headpieces of----pinit- At the other end of the table was
the large silver punch bowl.
sweetheart roses.
a brass arck,orated with
The flower girls, Miss Greenery was garland around
flanked by floral arrangements
of white snapdragons, pink Tammy Schwier and Miss the cake, punch bowl, and floral
roses, greenery and baby's Stephenie Orr, nieces of the arrangement. Silver apbreath placed on brass groom, wore dresses and pointrnents were used.
Serving at the reception were
columns. Spiral candelabra headpieces identical to that of
entwined with ivy were on each the junior bridesmaids. They Mrs. Evon Wilson, Mrs. Linda
side of the arch. The church carried candlelight wicker Smith, Mrs. Lurleen Wilkwindows held white candles baskets accented with pink derson, and Mrs. Willie Vance,
with
magnolia
leaves. satin bows and dropped white aunts of the bride, and Mrs.
Patricia Foster, cousin of the
Hurricane lamps with white rose petals.
satin bows-and ivy marked the - Edwin Cain, father of the bride. They all wore corsages of
groom, served as best man. pink carnations.
family pews. - -The register table was
A program of nuptial music Groomsmen were Joe Farmer
was presented by Mr. and Mrs. Orr and Larry Cain, brothers of overlaid with a pink satin cloth
Tommy Scott, vocalists, and the groom, Henry Schwier, and held a silver vase of pink
Mrs. Francis Hutson, organist. brother-in-law of the groom, roses and baby's breath.
The altar candles were lighted and Joe Beal Orr, brother of the Keeping the register were Mrs.
Genice Potts, cousin of the
by Greg and Brad Cain, brother bride.
Junior groomsmen were Hal bride, and Mrs. Cilia Shelton,
and nephew respectively of the
groom, who also served as Orr and Steve McReynolds, cousin of the groom.
Directing the wedding was
ushers along with Dan Foster brother and cousin respectively
and Greg McReynolds, cousins of the bride. Ring bearer was Mrs. Patsy McReynolds,aunt of
of the bride.
Scott Cain, nephew of the the bride.
groom.
After the reception the couple
Bride's Dress
Mrs. Orr chose to wear for her left for a wedding trip to Spring
The bride, escorted to the
altar by her father and given in daughter's wedding a floor Lake, N. J., with the bride
marriage by her parents, chose length pink chiffon gown wearing a pink knit dress and
a formal gown of ivory net over featuring a scoop bodice ac- the orchid from her bridal
TWO GUYS,A CHIOC AND
seta peau and Alencon lace. The cented with seed pearls. The bouquet.
A HOT'57 CHEVY!
Jan. 21 to Feb. 191
The new Mr. and Mrs. Cain
fitted bodice was accented with groom's mother, Mrs. Cain,
Profit by past mistakes and
•
a sheer ivory net yolk bordered wore a floor length sea-green are now residing in their new by sound advice. You have a
with scalloped satin and dress designed with a chiffon home on Sha-Wa Circle, wonderful chance for accomplishment but day needs the
gracefully accented by Alelicon full skirt over taffeta with a mat Murray.
Out of town guests were Mrs. right push, steadiness.
lace flowers and pearls as was jersey top fashioned with long
the front and hemline of the A- chiffon sleeves and a roll collar. ElwoOd McReynolds and PISCES
line skirt.
Both mothers wore corsages Debbie McReynolds, Hen- ( Feb. 20 to Mar. 20)
Joe
Pat
derson, Mrs.
A full length chapel train was of white orchids.
Tangible gains indicated if
Reception
McReynolds, Gail McReynolds, you pursue work and handle
attached to the bodice of the
gown with a bow of seta peau.
Immediately following the Mr. and Mrs. John Ben Riley, obligations without any unThe train was also adorned with ceremony the bride's parents Mayfield, Mr. and Mrs. Joe necessary interruptions. Don't
lace and pearls. Her headdress
was a Grecian crown overlaid
with Alencon lace flowers and
seed pearls with an attached
tiered veil of bridal illusion.
She carried a bouquet of pink
sweet -heart- roses and
stephanotis centered with a
white orchid. Her only jewelry
was a diamond pendant, her
wedding gift from the groom.
As she entered the church she
gave her mother a rose and on
leaving the altar gave a rose to
the groom's mother.
Miss Vicky Butterworth and
Mrs. Edwina Schwier, sister of
the groom, were maid of honor
and matron of honor respectively. Their dresses were of
No Cot Or Obligation(we pay postage both ways)
crepe knit in soft petal pink
_ fashioned_ with__ empire
waistlines falling into a softly
draped train. The v-necklines
with tiered ruffled sleeves,
\ created a cape effect. TheTi
"wore pink hats accented ;wit
pink illusion nettled in the back
and draping down the back of
- the gowns. They each t'arriedsingle pink roses with pink,
streamers tied in love knots.
Offered TO.You By_Seventh & Poplar Church of Christ
'Thelirideirhilds were Miss
Anita Chaney, Miss Sheila
ster. and
Miss Lisa

411515

Robert D. Perrin will join
Claude L Miller Real Estate as
a broker-salesman. Perrin earned a Oa 'degree in real
estate and building from the
University of Denver and has
taught various real estate subjects at the college level. Hei
has had experience as a real
..4.44ate broker and building
contractor. He resides•atinU
Holiday Drive with his wife,
Norman. .and their three
children, Lynda,' Susan,. and
Robert, Ir.
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Do You Wadi° Know More
About The Bible?

SPECIAL

have a PEPSI
4,
1
! Just
and take home a
have a large
Pepsi for .

Meet Thursday

pink fuji mums along the center
of the table. Thirty-seven
persons were present.
The bridal couple presented
gifts to their attendants and
parents.
Penuptial events not announced previously, included a
personal shower with Misses
Vicky Butterworth, Anita
Chaney, Lisa McReynolds.Sheila Foster, and LaRhea
Miller as hostesses at the
Butterworth home,and an open
house by the bridal couple at
their new homes.

Your Individual Horoscope

Murray Chapter of Parents
Without Partners will hold a
general meeting at the United
Campus Ministry building, 202
North 15th Street, on Thursday,
August 14, at eight p. m.
Speakers for the evening will
be Dr. Don Rye and Ken Mosher
from the Professional Advisory
Board of PWP. Their topic will
be -Re-organization of Our
Chapter." A baby sitting service for children will be
provided.
Officers of the chapter are
Mary Jane Howard, president,
Ed Covington, vice-president,
Doris Williams, secretary,
Shirley Scarbrough, treasurer,
and Bonnie Smith, membership
director. Other directors are
Dorothy Kernel, Jo Bement,
Ann Redman,Tom Perkins, and
Bobbie Lane.
Membership is open to any
parent single by reason of
divorce, widowed, separated, or
never having been married.

PEPSI .. .
Glass and Drink

T.4403

•

To:

An Unwelcome Guest

10
,„1/0

Rehearsal Dinner
Mr. and Mrs. Edwin Cain,
parents of the groom, were
hosts for the rehearsal dinner
held at the Triangle Inn.
The table was centered with a
beautiful arrangement of
snapdragons, pink roses, and
fuji mums with greenery and

Parents Without
Partners, Murray,
Plans Meet

of
First
Deaconesses
Christian Church will meet in
the church library at 10:30 a. m.

Farmer Orr and children,
Leslie and Stephinie, Memphis,
Tenn., and Mr. and Mrs. Henry
S. Schwier, Jr., and children,
Tammy and Catherine, Spring
Lake, N. J.

Free Bible
Correspondence Course

-Name
Address

Send To... Bible Correspondence Course
Box 107, Murray, Ky.
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GET READY FOR

Extra Savings-Plus Our Everyday Low Prices
On Back To School Supplies-Now At Say-Rite!

Bic
6 Star Special
6 Bic Pens In Each Pack
994 Value Each

Paper Mate

The Organizer

98' Ball Point Pen

From Mood

Notes 81 Files
Ensemble

2/99c
AA •
S Sftrts

14
Crayola
Crayons

From Mead
With:
6 Filling Pockets
8" x 101" Note Pad
36 Sheets
Clip & Pencil Holder
Vinyl Corer

6 Pocket folders
36-Sitett Note Pad
Clip & Pencil *Wet
Vinyl Corer

-

•

The
System

IS

24

Craiti

594 Value

$2.98 Value
Save $1.60

K AND
FYI

Check These Everyday
Low Say-Rite Prices
Ross White Paste
Marks-A-lot Marker
With Applicator
Red or Black

STRETCH
NUDE HEEL

49( Value

594 Value

Say-Rite s
Every Day
Low Price

Say-Rite's
Every Day
Low Price

HAIR SPRAY
Blunt or Pointed

Scissors

Elmer's Glue-All

694 Value

4 oz. Size 75' Value Each
Soy-Rite's
Every Day
Low Price

Say-Rite's
Every Day
Low Price
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Kentucky Blue Cross
Says It Is Better
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Garrotes Galley

Beat High LostOf Traveling
By Seeing Your Own Kentucky

C.f.K

• •, • . .

criticisms of the Blue Cross structure and
operations.
acres of that fine Central Kentucky
By M. C. Garrott
"There were some good things and some
With
the
high
gasoline
prices
and
all
the
Bluegrass country they owned and farmed
bad things in the articles," McConnell
other inflated expenses of traveling, it's
was given away by the last 10 or 12
commented. "You can't paint 150 corRev. Paul Dailey, pastor of Benton
John Rodney Scott, son of Mr. and Mrs.
going to be harder and harder to get very
members in return for care for the rest of
porations with the same brush."
Baptist Church, will be the evangelist at
least,
James
far
from
home
for
vacation.
At
their
R.
Scott
of
Lynn
Grove,
has
been
a
lives.
On the allegation that there are too
awarded an art scholarship at Murray the revival meeting at the Scotts Grove
that's getting to be the situation at our
Many hospital beds — which the Blue
+++++
Baptist Church, August 14-21.
honse.
State
College.
Cross subscriber pays for even when not
Pleasant Hill has now been restored to
Mr. and Mrs. Oliver Cherry announced
The Murray-Calloway County Library
ago,
we
found
the
A
couple
of
weeks
used — McConnell said a better phrase is
its early 19th century appearance, when
ser- today they will open a children's wear
get
away
for
a
few
days
and
continues
to
grow
in
the
opportunity
to
of
amount
"maldistribution" of beds in Kentucky's
the Shaker colony there was at its peak.
vices rendered to the people of the city and department on the balcony of their store on
having been all over Kentucky but having
case.
They
were
always
hospitable
to
"the
decided
actually,
we
seen very little of it,
county, according to figures released by the east side of the court square.
•
world's people," as they termed outsiders,
The Tigers won the second half division
to visit the restored Shaker Village up near
Margaret Trevathan, librarian.
In other words,the beds are in the wrong
and village once again is welcoming
the Babe Ruth Baseball League play
of
age
Kentucky
My
Old
Brandon,
Harrodsburg
along
with
Deaths
reported
are
Joe
places, and if they were distributed actravelers as of old.
with its final game last night with Jerry
75, and Mrs. Eula Kemp, age 87.
Home at Bardstown and its "Stephen
cording to actual need, the total overThe museum-type village, open year
Foster Story," which, incidentally, is a
Howard McNeely, worthy patron of tlenry as the winning pitcher. The Pirates
supply would not be great.
around,
offers Shaker exhibits in the
production. It is as enjoyable as anything I
Murray Star Chapter No. 433 Order of the took second place in the league.
Why the maldistribution? Sometimes
massive Centre Family Dwelling House,
Ernie Clevenger is pictured holding a
Eastern Star, has been appointed as
have ever seen at St. Louis' famous
events bring unexpected changes, Mcrestored
exhibition buildings and craftstring of fifteen stripe bass his dad caught
Municipal Opera.
deputy grand patron of District 22.
Connell said.
speople are at work during the day in the
+++++
Miss Phyllis Ann Ezell, daughter of Mr. while fishing from the bank just around the
He cited the Madisonville area, which
spinning, weaving and cooper's shops
know
what
to
expect
at
didn't
Bardand
We
Mrs. Doris Ezell, and Lynn Gray corner from Kenlake Boat Dock.
has a high bed occupancy rate because it
showing you how the Shakers made the
Bacon is advertised at 39 cents per
stown—just rolled in there with no
Robinson, son of Mr. and Mrs. Hershell
has developed physicians with many
things they used and sold.
pound
in the ad for Parker's Food Market
reservations
or
tickets
to
the
outdoor
Robinson,
were
married
July
23
at
the
Po
specialties sought by patients — who then
Overnight accommodations are much
this week.
musical, which was putting on its 1,181st
Kirksey Methodist Church.
"migrate- from their local hospitals,
the same as when the Shakers were there
performance that night. As luck would
which are left with unoccupied beds that
except
for the installation of modern
old,
with
a
room
at
the
have it, we ended up
still burden such hospitals financially. The
conveniences, including air conditioning
Tavern,
right
in
the
Talbott
heart
historic
gradual improvement of Kentucky's highand television. You'll appreciate the TV,
of town, and having dinner in its picway system also has had a similar effect,
because after evening dinner at Pleasant
dining
room.
turesque
1
enabling rural people to seek treatment
it gets so quiet you can't hear a thing
Hill,
prices
was
good
and
-the
The
food
more easily in urban hospitals.
but crickets and kady-dids. The same
/IF
reasonable, although a little higher than
One of the answers is to reduce an
thing the next morning if you get up fairly
,
Revolutiofrary
War
days
posted
on
those
of
isolated hospital to a primary care center
early.
FROM THE
the wall: "Lodging, 25 cents nite; Eating,
— open 24 hours and avileble for emerAn early morning walk around the
•
cents;
Wine,
25
cents;
cents;
Liquor,
6k4
25
gencies, but not serving patients for stays.
grounds gave me the weird feeling that
Oats for horse 1 cent per gallon, and horses
tt14 41
McConnell said this already has been done
something had happened to mankind and I
stabled free."
14_COra
in LaGrange.
that
weer theseinly-penien
alivee,It's
&InaaiRitiatliciitifice'tc-ors=
- -ITEfOtrtotorrtititilelfil go.'along antrair'-• unearthly quiet. So, if your doctor hasBy JOE CRUMP
management's claim for its chess pie.
.
are dominated by doctors and hospital ofperscnbed peace and quiet for you,
famous
chess
pie;
Often
copied
"Try
our
ficials, McConnell comments: "Our board
(A Column for Readers Who Haven't Time to
Pleasant Hill is the place to hole up. It's
but never duplicated," the menu said. If
is not dominated by providers, but
Review the congreartoysai Record Daily)
•
not
"swinging
call
a
what
you
would
dedicated people from all walks of life."' there is anything upon which I'm an explace,"
just
a
Shaker.
pert, it's chess pie, and I can assure you
One active banker is on the 24-member
++++
We already hear voices in your country
that the Talbott Tavern chess pie Won't
SOLZHENITSYN HOSTED
board, which the president said represents
The food, however, is fabulous. There
and in the West—`give up Korea and we
Betty
Lyons
bold
a
candle
to
the
chess
pie
BY
AFL-CIO
1WEANY
by every geographical area and all segare two sittings for dinner, at 5:15 and at
makes.
REP. EDWARD J. DERWINSK1 will live quietly. Give up Portugal, of
ments of the community.
7:15 p.m., and you'll need reservations for
+
+
(ILL.)"...By extending an invitation to course,give up Japan; give up Isreal; give
McConnell and his aides acknowledge
one or the other. Overnight reservations
Our room, as well as tickets for the
host the visit of Russian author, Alexander up Taiwan,the Philippines, Malaysia, give
much more can be done to hold down
are relatively easy to get. We got ours with
for
us
by
a
pretty
show,
were
handled
Solzhenitsyn,
AFL-CIO President George up 10 more African countries; just let us
medical costs, but assert that Blue Cross,
only three days' notice.
Meany has,in my judgement, performed a live"in peace and quiet.'
as a state-regulated corporation with little • young thing in a modern "Information
I particularly enjoyed the buffet break.
Center" in the Center of town. The seats we
"Just let us drive our big cars on our
great service...Mr. Solzhenitsyn's address
authority,can hardly go beyond its current
fast,
all kinds of fresh fruit, juices, bacon
ended up with at that late hour were on the
splendid highways; just let us play tennis
appeared
in
the
newsletter
of
the
weekly
steps.
or sausage,eggs—you name it, they had it.
Illinois State AFL-CIO...I believe the and golf in peace and quiet; just let us mix
They suggest that the proper state - right aisle near the front, way to one side
And all served by quick little girls dressed
outdoor
stage.
of
the
big,
Members will be especially interested in our cocktails in peace and quiet. These are
authorities should review not only the
up in Shaker customs. I don't believe I've
At first, I thought this was a tough break,
reading this commentary which express the voices of people who do not understand
number of beds in a projected hospital or
were
at
we
enjoyed
a
breakfast
more
since
but not at all. They turned out to be about
Alexander Solzhenitsyn's viewpoints in the true nature of communism,
addition, but the entire eventual cost per
Brenen's in New Orleans.
the best seats in the house. We were within
light of current developments."( Excerpts Solzhenitsyn declared.
bed
throw
yourself
over
a
cliff
So,
before
you
in' length of several of the most
AFL-CIO President George Meany, who
They believe this review ooght_tepexterid
because you can't go to sonie far off place
Western had invited the noted author to make a
seelie4teatikK'th the peeAmerican 'and "other
to the long-range costs of 'operating the
for a few days, take a look at some of the
formers we could almost reach out and
democracies, apparently blinded to the Federation-Sponsored lecture tour of the
hospital.
things our state has to offer. It's loaded
"old
dog
Trey."
We
touch
them—or
pet
true
goals of worldwide communism, will U.s. shortly after his deportation inThey think someone in government
with interesting places and things to see,
near
the
close
to
the
big
love
scene
were
so
pay
a
heavy price if they do not soon troduced Solzhenitsyn as "the single figure
should have the authority to tell a hospital:
and I, for one, am going to visit more of
end, we could practically hear Stephen and
abandon ipeir present policy of detente who has raised highest the flame of
".This should be something less." The
them.
Jeannie's hearts pounding.
with the USSR,Soviet dissident Alexander liberty.
solution presumably would involve closure
Stephen
Foster
haven't
If
you
seen.'
++++
Solzhenitsyn warned at an AFL-CIO
or transformation into an emergency cenStory," you should. It's a delightful exbanquet honoring the exiled Russian CRUMP'S GRASS
ter.
perience, fast-moving, highly entertaining
ROOTS COMMENT
novelist.
They believe hospitals and doctors
and beautifully done. I don't know why I
Communism,: A system of social
Speaking bluntly to his audience of 2,500
should be committed more to cost-cutting.
waited
-go
lotw
tr
,
see-it.
organization
in which all economic adlabor
leaders
and
government
officials
But McConnell is dubious about a
FUnnY World
including two Cabinet members of the tivity is conducted by a totalitarian state
suggestion for More out-patient service to
Shakers Village is a unique experience,
dominated by a singled selfdministrati
keep prospective patients from unespecially if you spend the night in one of
SIGNS, BUMPER STICKERS, GRAFdeclared that "the Soviet Union has used perpetuating political party. We thought
necessary hospitalization. He thinks it
the restored buildings on the grounds and
FITI, ETC.
detente in its own interests, is using it now this reminder might be in order._
could boomerang.
eat
in the dining room of the historic
and will continue to use it in its own in"There is no question that if people have
Trustees' House.
In a store in Manchester, England:
terests."
more protection, they will demand more
I
knew
hardly
anything
about
the
LEARN
FROM OTHER PEOPLE'S
Nothing has changed in Communist
services," he said.
Shakers when we went there, and still
MISTAKES. IT'S A BIG TIME SAVER.
ideology, Solzhenitsyn said. The goals are
And the president seems against the
don't know a great deal. I did learn that the
Over a rack of umbrellas in Jackson,
the same as they have been since
proposal for a second doctor's opinion
settlement, known as Pleasant Hill, was
Miss.: DON'T GRIPE ABOUT THE RAIN.
Bolsheviks rose to power in the Revolution
before surgery is authorized.
irtfrwl Press
Its lb.founded by a religious group, the United
IT'S THE ONLY THING WE HAVE THAT
of 1917-20: the subjugation of peoples
"Are you really going to save money in
Today
is
Tuesday,
Augnst 12, the 224th
Believers
in
Christ's
Second
Society
of
DOWN.
DEFINITELY
IS
COMING
everywhere, he charged.
the long run?" he said. "Remember, all
day of 1975. There are 141 days left in the
Appearing.
Sign in a cafe in Amsterdam: YOU
those $25 to $50 consultation fees will add
year.
They got their name from the trembling
MUST BE INSIDE AND SEATED TO
Today's highlight in history:
and body shaking they experienced in their
ORDER DRINKS AND DANCE.
Besides, he said, the decision on surgery
Jock wore his best fur-lined overcoat to a
On this date in 1898, the peace protocol
dancing.
They
believed
in
devotional
should not be left to Blue Cross or other
dance. A notice inside the door told people
ending the Spanish-American War was
celibacy, confession of sins, separation
health carriers, but to medical and regusigned after hostilities lasting three monfrom the word and common ownership of to leave their coats in the hall. Jock was
latory groups.
Fathers, provoke not your ths and 22 days.
property. Hardworking and inventive, afraid someone might take it, so he put &children to anger, lest they be
menacing note on it: 'Heavyweight
they made many lasting contributions to
On this date:
We can only go so far in trying to hold
the agriculturtil and mechanical areas of champion boxer—back in ten minutes."
In 1530, troops of the Holy Roman Emdown costs by blocking or punishing sodiscouraged. Colossians 3:21.
our nation.
When he got back, the coat was gone. But
called unnecessary surgery," McConnell
We disciple our Irch-ildren pire restored the Italian city of Florence to
After a 100 years of prosperity, the
there was this note: "Champion long
said. "After all, we're answerable if
because we love them. But we the Medici family.
Pleasant Hill adventure, at times in which
distance runner—won't be back at all."
In 1851, Isaac Singer of Pittstown, N.Y.
anyone goes to the Courts."
must be careful how we do it. We was granted a patent on his sewing
more than 500 people were involved, came - Sign in a Trenton, N. J. TV shop: If
- —
to an end,-sthrer Is understaridabIe. The
Net7Odf Is Standing ih rittr.way, You -eould all do with a little more machine.
ConiumOr Comment
last member died in 1923, and the 3,800
-love!
In 1914, Britain declared war on AustriaMust Be On The Wrong Track.
Hungary at the start of World War I.
In 1941, President Franklin Roosevelt
and British Prime Minister Winston ChurBy Ed. W. Hancock, Attorney General
chill met at sea to draft the Atlantic Charcharging a percentage of the transaction,
Consumers who buy and sell stocks
ter.
plus a given money amount multiplied by
should begin by taking stock of their
Also in 1941, French Marshal Henri
1.2995.
brokerage firms' commission rates on
Petain called on his countrymen to give
If you're thinking of buying or selling,
stock transactions. For the first time in 183
full support to Nazi Germany.
ask about any minimum chaiges on stock
years, stock exchanges no longer fix the
In 1959, token school integration began incommissions. As itirall consumer trancommission rates, thanks to a Securities
Little Rock,.Ark,, as six Black students ensactions, deal with a reliable firm. And, if
and Exchange C7ommission regulation
rolled in a formerly all-White high school.
By F.J.L. Blassingame, M.D.
BLASINGAME
you don't understand a transaction wait
which prohibits this type of price fixing.
Ten years ago: The U.S. Senate voted to
until you've spoken with someone who can
Now competition is the name of the
give cities a voice in the White House
he
wants
to
know
what
it
immediate
means
surgery
for
heart
a
coronary
within
a
few
hours
after
the
start
consists
of
surgery
explain it to you. It's your money and it
game. Consumers may comparison shop
A: Such signs, generally blue Cabinet by creating a Department of Housattack (myocardial infarction) bypass graft to restore circula- of the occlusion.
will be your stock.
the stock brokerage firms for lower
and
rectangular, usually are ing and Urban Development.
victims
may
become
the
apoccluded
vessel
According
to
an
article
in
the
tion
around
with
If you have a consumer complaint, let us
commission rates and may negotiate
Five years ago: West Germany and the
situated
propnate
on major roadways to
treatment
in
selected
heart
muscle
dies
Medical
World
News
by
Donald
before
the
know about it. Contact the Attorney
brokers for special rates.
Soviet
Union signed a treaty renouncing
cases
direct
and
motorists
may
to
hospital
offer
a
better from lack of blood supply.
Effler, M.D., senior cardiac
To take advantage of this new op- General's Division of Consumer Protecfacilities that are equipped to the use of force, and leaders of the two
chance
of
recovery.
surgeon
at
the
Cleveland
Fountion. We ask that all complaints be put in
portunity, however, consumers should
The patients who had surgery
care for persons who are countires hailed the accord as marking a
Some physicians in Spokane,
writing, so send your complaint to: Office
age. They dation, myocardial infarction is seriously ill or
check with several brokerage firms to find
Washington. prefer the surgical were under 65 years of
critically injured. new era.
treated
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FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP)— Blue CrossBlue Shield in Kentuckyit does a better job of holding down hospital costs than
a recent series of stories indicated
nationally.
Ifilact, president Ed McConnell said,the
non-profit corporation has fought this battle for years, at the risk of unpopularity
among medical representatives and communities.
Blue Cross claims it is generally abreast
or ahead of the field in economies that
would keep subscriber rates from soaring.
McConnell cites a recent television commercial by Blue Cross which he said is hardly the image-building cited last week in
Associated Press articles on health care as
wasted advertising.
A man tries to talk his doctor into admitting him to a hospital for an unneeded
week's rest in plush surrounding with pretty nurses.
The physician breaks the bad news: If
Blue Cross decides the stay was not
warranted, the patient will have to pay the
bill. He rushes out of the doctor's office,
declaring "I feel better already."
The five-part AP series said in effect
that Blue Cross, the mammoth health care
underwriter, is largely responsible for a
soaring increase in medical costs because
it does not police or crack down on wastefulpractices in hospitals.
The contention of McConnell and several
Blue Cross executives who were interviewed is that the non-profit cor---poratioadosaiterutmost-to-hoidtheline eatcosts, within built-in limitations.
-For one thing we just don't have the
power," he said. "Maybe this could be
legislated, but I doubt if it would really
bring down costs."
The heart of the problem appears to be a
lack of concurrent monitoring of all hospital stays and constant supervision of
related costs.
McConnell insisted the Kentucky
operation comes fairly close to the ideal.
Among his points:
Blue Cross has firm policies not to contract with hospitals which overbuild, plan
too many beds or do not obtain approval of
the state's Comprehensive Planning Council.
Blue Cross requires hospitals to submit
yearly budgets and to stay within the
— except if unspectied costs arise,
•
when they may bill the earner more. Blue Cross profiles its costs among
hospitals and doctors and, if it finds some
out of line •'we sit down and ask them to
take another look."
Much of this still is after-the-fact review,
prevalent in most Blue Cross plans around
the nation. But McConnell said that it pays
dividends.
For example, he said, the average stay
last year nationally'in a hospital was 6.74
days, but in Kentucky only 5.98 days. That
seems like a trifle but even a quarter-day
reduction has tremendous financial inpact, he said.
Another statistic shows that nationally,
the days of hospitalization provided for
every 1,000 Blue Cross subscriber is 826 a
year, but only 796 days for Kentucky.
However, Kentucky's operation, citing
inexerable cost increases, has obtained a
rate increase ranging from 6.9 per cent to
13.7 per cent."It began July 1 and applies to
"community-rated" groups, with accounts
of 150 contracts or more.
McConnell and his associates decline to
point the finger of blame at individual
hospitals, but are willing enough to cite a
few with excellent records in holding down
costs.
Among them are Murray-Calloway
County, Owensboro-Da.viess, Kings'
Daughers' at Ashland and Methodist
Evangelical in Louisville.
The national AP series involved other

c
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Lucky Strikes Softball Team To Play
In National Tournament In Florida
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The Lucky Strikes softball team will be leaving today for Satellite Beach, Florida, where they will
be playing in the National Tournament.
The Lucky Strikes earned the honor last week by winning the State Championship in Murray.
In the tourney held in Murray, the Lucky Strikes coasted through competitron in the double
elimination event without losing a single contest. In Florida, they will be vyiettfor the National
Championship in the Girl's 18 and under ASA Tournament.
The first round of play in the double elimination Florida tourney will begin Thursday.
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TO FLORIDA — The Lucky Strikes softball team will be going to Florida Tuesday to play in the National Tournam
top row, left to right, Teri Morris, Leslie WiHerd, Donetta Cothran, Mary Beth Conder, Melesso Thorne, Renee Watkins, Sharon Smith and
Alison Wilferd. Front row, Annie Morton, Men i Doty, Shannon Morgan, Deb McDonald, Tommy Overby and Jill Scott.
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By MIKE BRANDON
SpertS Editor

By The Associated Press
National League
East
W L Pct. GB
67 49 578
Pittsburgh
3
52 552
64
Philpnia
6'
60 55 522
5' Louts
P2
59 56 513
New York
2
/
55 64 462 131
Chicago
17'2
.425
65
48
Montreal
West
77 39 7664
Cincinnati
Angeles 62 55 .530 15' 2
Los
S Francisco
57 59 491 20
San Diego
53 63 457 24
51 66 436 26' 1
A•lanta
45 75 375 34
Houston
Monday's Results
Pittsburgh 8, Atlanta A)
Cincinnati 9, Chicago-1
San *Francisco 9, Montreal 2
New York 8, San Diego
Houston 7, St. Louis 2
Los Angeles 7. Philadelphia 1
Tuesday's Games
Pittsburgh (Kison 98) at Atlanta (Morton 14 12), (n)
Los Angeles -(Rau 99) at
Philadelphia (Underwood 1143),
in)
Chicago (Dettore 4-4) at Cin
:innati (Darcy 815), (n)
San Francisco (Falcone 8 7)
at Montreal (Renko 4.9), (n)
San Diego (Johnson 1-0) at
New York (Seaver 15-7), (n)
Louis (Denny 6-3) at
S•
Houston (Roberts 7-12), (n)
Wednesday's Games
Pittsburgh at Atlanta, (n)
Los Angeles at Philadelphia,
nI
San Francisco at Montreal,
(n)
San Diego at New York, (n)
St. Louis at Houston, (n)
Only games scheduled

Cross To Be In Murray Next Monday
Doug Cross will be in Murray next Monday,
August 18.
It will be his first public appearance since
his near-brush with death while performing
his "Towering Inferno" jump in Marion, Ill.,
on June 21.
In that crash, Cross suffered a broken leg.
broken jaw, broken hand, three cracked
vertebrae and had five teeth knocked out.
Even with all the injuries, he still plans to
continue with his career.
He will be at Rudy's Restaurant in Murray
with a press conference slated in the afternoon. Then from 3:30 until 4:30 p. m. Cross
will be at Rudy's to meet with fans and sign
autographs.
That will be the only time he will be there.
He is not at full strength and is probably a
long way from it. It will still be some time
before he is able to put weight on his left leg.
So people who would like to meet and talk
with Doug Cross are asked to be there at
exactly 3:30 Monday. He will return home
after the session.

widths and offsets in mind to accommodate all

be showing an excellent baseball film.
Then of course, Wednesday is the big day.
That's when the Great Lakes Regional
begins. In the first contest at 1:30 p. m. at
Reagan Field on Wednesday, the 20th, Indian
will play Wisconsin. The second game, immediately following, will find Michigan
playing the Kentucky State champions,
Corbin.
Corbin gained the state title by defeating
Paducah in a best-of-three series this past
weekend.
In the only night game to be played Wednesday, the Ohio State champs will take on
Murray's legion team.
The tournament will run through Sunday.

popular tires up to the widest 60 series.
polished finish contrasts with black slots
and emphasizes the deep appearance.
Fits all disc brakes.

13x5.5 . . . 321.
14x6.15. . 534"

.
140.50 . s395

Win Meals With Cross

In
ey Th
78-13

Tuesday's Games
Kansas City (Splittorff 5-6) at
Baltimore (Alexander 5-7 or
Grimsley 8-11), (n)
Texas (Perzanowsk) 0.13' - at
Detroit (Ruhle 91), (n)
Cleveland (Peterson 6-7) _ at
Chicago (Wood 12-14), (KrMilwaukee (Broberg 9!10) at
Minnesota (Hughes 10-9Y; ni)-- Boston (Wise 15-6) at California (Hassler 3-11 or Lange 4-5),
(n)
New York (Mklich 10-12) at
Oakland (Holtzman 14-9), (n)

Murrayan Bennie Purcell
claimed the 45-men's singles
title in the 45th Sun-Democrat
Veterans and Seniors Tennis
Tournament played on Paducah
Community College courts
Sunday.
. Purcell won the title with a 63, 6-4 victory over Paducah's
Paul Rowton.
Rowton and Purcell then
combined talents to take a
decisive 6-2, 6-0 victory over Dr.
Sidney Ends and Frank Nagel
in the 45-men's doubles, and
Rowton and Murray's Ron
Underwood collaborated on a 63, 6-2 triumph over Purcell and
Murrayan Hunt Smock in the
finals of the 35-year-old doubles.
Meanwhile, Henry Baughman
battled Willie Chandler of
Jackson, Tenn., into a 6-2, 6-3
submission in the men's 35year-old singles championships.
Just after his finals match
with Purcell, Rowton analyzed
the loss. "He just plays too hard
for me. He can force me into
mistakes when I have no idea
I'm in no position to make them.
It doesn't have to be a hard
shot...he's got my number."
''I wish I could've beaten
Bennie," Rowton remarked
after his and Purcell's doubles
conquest. "Then I would have
made a clean sweep. And I
would have, too, if he just hadn't

If I Die
Before Retirement
Does My Estate
Pay Taxes?
_ If your death occurs before
your individual retirement account is returned to you, your account must be included in your
gross estate for Federal estate
tax purposes. No special estate or
gift tax treatment is available for
amounts in an IRA.

Come in and inquire about Bank of
Murray's IRA Accounts.

Bank of Murray
FDIC

$3995

HR/8•14 $5195

$4495

GR78-15 $4895

$4695

5195
"78-15:
JR78-15 45495

78-14

$489'
Ueit:IS -$5895

Purcell Picks Up Title In Paducah Tournament Sunday

Monday's Results
. Baltimore 4, Kansas City 0
Texas 7, Detroit 0
Minnesota 8, Milwaukee 7
California 8, New York 1
Oakland 4, Boston 3
Only games scheduled

SPECIALS

ET IV's have been specifically designed with rim

We're going to try something different this
time for the free meals at Rudy's contest.
Instead of calling mstand havinglo answer
a question, here's what we'll do.
Two persons will win a free meal with Doug
Cross. The two winners will sit with Cross at
For the rest of the week,I will be out of town
the head table during the press conference
next Monday .and will also receive an
and doing some fishing. However, every time
autograph color picture of Doug.
it seems I'm ready to fish it seems the
To wjip the free meals with Doug Cross,
weatherman doesn't want to cooperate.
simply write your name and phone number on
Things will kick off again on Monday when
a piece of paper and drop it in the box at the
Doug Cross comes to town. Then on Tuesday
counter at Rudy's. All persons are limited to
is the pre-game banquet at Murray State for
one entry and the drawing for the winner will
the Great Lakes Regional Baseball Tourbe Saturday.
nament.
Entries must be in by 5 p. m. Friday.
Anyone who has not purchased tickets to
Winners will be notified by phone this coming
the banquet yet should do so. This will be an
.oetstanding banquet and Hillman Lyons will: . weekend.

American League
East
W L Pct. GB
70 46 .603 Boston
63 51 .553
6
Baltimore
New York
5V-55 .513 10'
Milwaukee
5.4 63 .462 16'2
51 61 .455 17
Cleveland
Detroit
46 71 .393 24'2
West
71 45 .612 Oakland
Kansas
64 11 557
410.'2
56 59 .487 TIT/2
Chicago
56 61 A79,
Texas
Minnesota
53 65 .449 19
California
52 66 .441 20

KING EDWARD

ri

Timeout With Brandon

BASEBALL
STANDINGS

Wednesday's Games
Kansas city at Baltimorle, ml
Texas at Detroit, (n)
Cleveland at Chicago, (n)
Milwaukee at Minnesota, (n)
Boston at California, (n)
New York at Oakland, (n)
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All Tire Prices Plus F.E.T. of $1 33-$3"
• Gas economy •White Sidewall

• Magic Carpet Ride
• better handling

played so well," he concluded, best tennis I've ever played."
Bennie said he usually gets
grinning good-naturedly.
the better of Rowton when the
And Purcell, net coach at two face each other, but obMurray State University, did served that Sunday's finals
play well. Unlike many other match saw the Paducahan
players in -the area who have playing a steady game of tennis,
played since their fingers could despite a nagging back injury
grasp a racquet, Purcell didn't which kept Rowton out of the Sstart playing in earnest until he D Open tourney two weeks ago.
was 37.
-He ( Rowton played real
Now the premier 45-year-old well overall. He was more
in the Commonweatlk Purcell_ consistent, he seemed to move
says,"I'm playing probably the well," PliPZAAd-

POLY 780
4 Ply Polyester
Cord • White-Walls

Walking Horse
• Entries May Be
Short Of Record

the weakest part of his game."
But Ford "has strong irons,"
Wolfe said. "He's a good iron
player. Long, strong drives. He
gets his legs into it."
The golf pro said Ford hit a
4-iron off the tee for 200 yards
Monday, with 170 yards about
the average drive with that
iron. But with woods, normally
used off the tee, he was able to
get only 180 yards, about 50
yards below average. Wolfe
said.
Ford golfed, skied, swam and
played tennis here during vacations while a congressman. He
missed vacationing here last
summer when he became president.
"I played with him when he
was _a congressman," Wolfe
said. "We would play nine
holes and work on his game in
the morning. Then two or-three
hours were spent,on instruction."
Wolfe said he also hel
Ford with his game as the
played Monday. "He chipped in
two from off the green, a 25footer and a 40-footer, after he
got started," the pro said.
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President's Golf Pro Says
His Woods Need Some Work
VAIL, Colo. (AP) -- President Ford's golf instructor says
the Chief Executive is a good
putter, bilt-his wood shots need
work.
"He doesn't feel right on his
backswing on wood shots," said
Bob Wolfe. "He lacks confidence and is blocking out the
ball or quitting on his backswing."
Wolfe, 44, is the pro at the
Vail Golf Course and played-18
holes of golf with Ford on Monday, the President's first full
day of his two-week working
vacation in this Rocky Mountain ski resort.
Ford shot a 92 over the par
71, 6,938-yard course, finishing
his 18 holes in late afternoon
under threatening skies and
some light rain.
Ford parred seven of the
holes after three bad scoring
holes on the front nine. Ford
had the third highest score of
his foursome, with Wolfe shooting a 73, 'presidential physician
William Lukash an 84 and economic adviser Alan Greenspan
a96.
"The President played pretty
well after the first six,- said
Wolfe. "We're going to work on
his wood shots flierinrrow, that's
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Berkowitz Signs
LAS VEGAS, Nev. ( AP) Mikey Berkowitz, twice selected the outstanding high
school basketball player in Israel, ilas signed a national letter of intent to play for Jerry
Tarkanian's University of Nevada-Las Vegas Rebels, it was
announced Monday.
Berkowitz, 21, a 6-2 guard,
enters UN-IN this fall as a
freshman after having played
for the Israel National Team.

Tenn.
SHELBYVILLE,
AP)-Entries in this year's
Tennessee Walking Horse National Celebration may fall
short of last rear's record
1,944.
Officials said Monday they
have received 1,252 entries for
the Aug. 28-Sept. 6 celebration.
Hardnett Named AD
The deadline for entering is toATLANTA (AP),- Charles
day.
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"I think we'll have plenty-of ti
horses," said Bill Tune, celebration executive director. last year, was given the addi"We're not trying- gto set any tional job of athletic director
recnrds for entries. I think 1,200 Monday.
The former Grambling Colto 1,500 are plenty of horses for
lege basketball star was named
any horse show."
The "World's Champion Ten- to replace Major J. Powell Avhb
nessee Walking Horse" is cho- / accepted a newly created pent
the
ial
sen.on the final night of the celiderit of the college.
ebration,
•
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Detroit Bows To Rangers To
Extend Losing Streak To 16

By HERSCHEL NISSENSON,
AP Sports Writer
In the hot and uncomfortable
dog days of August, Joe Schultz
has the easiest job in baseball.
Schultz is the third base
coach of the Detroit Tigers,
who haven't needed a third
base coach in their last three
games. The Tigers bowed to
the Texas Rangers and Gaylord
Perry 7-0 Monday night, becoming the first Detroit club to
suffer three consecutive shutouts — one short of the major
league record -- and extending
their team record to 16 losses in

The Murray American Legion Baseball Team

Sports
In Brief

Great Lakes Tourney

By The Associated Press
TENNIS .
.
INDIANAPOLIS — Manual
Orates of Spain thrashed Wimbledon champion Arthur Aspe
6-2, 6-2 in the finals of the $150,000 U.S. Clay Court Championships.
VIENNA — Olga Morosova
and Marina Kroshiria of the Soviet Union defended their women's doubles title in the European amateur tennis championships with a 44, 74,6-4 vic—
tory over the Czechoslovakian
team of Martina Navratilova
and Renata Tomanova.
HOCKEY . .
MINNEAPOLIS — Hennepin
County Attorney Gary Flakne
said he will not seek a second
trial- of Boston Bruins hockey
player Dave Forbes on an aggravated assault charge.
BOXING .
JOHANNESBURG, South Af_ rica — Victor Galindez of Argentina and Pierre Fourie of
South Africa will fight for the
light-heavyweight boxing title
on September 13.

S

II

American Legion Regional
Tourney To Begin August 20
The Great Lakes National
American Legion Regional
Tournament will open five-days
of action at Ty Holland Stadium
here August 20.
One of the seven top teams in
the nation will be the Murray
Post 73 team, playing in their
first National Tournament since
the champibnship team of 1956.
Champions from Illinois,. Indiana, Wisconsin,-Michigan,
Ohio, and Kentucky will join
host Post 73 in the tournament.
The winner of the tourney will
join champions from seven

other regional meets in Rapid
City, S.D. for the American
Legion World Series, August 8
to Sept. 1.
Murray will meet the Leasure
Blackstone team, Post 239 of
Worthington, Ohio, on Wednesday, August 20, at 8:30 p.m.
Players from the 1956
championship team will be
present _11.„banquet- -sehiglulest - Tuesday, August 19. The team
included
Tommy
Wells,
Thurman Baker, Dick Stout,
Ted
Billington,
Jerry
Buchanan, Larry Jetton,

Footwork By Bend
Lifts Reds To Win
By HOWARD SMITH . work now and again doesn't
AP Sports Writer
hurt.
The Cincinnati Reds prefer to
The fancy feet belonged to
bludgeon the opposition with slugging catcher Johnny Bench
base hits but a little fancy foot- Monday night. Bench made it
all the way from home to third
base on an infield grounder in
the fifth inning and the Chicago
Cubs never recovered, eventually falling to the Reds 9-3.
"If a pitcher's not watching
me, I'll get a jump and go,"
warned Bench.
No one was watching him in
game.
"We have now established the fifth, least of all the Cubs.
the principle that an individ- The Reds, trailing 3-1, picked
ual's participation in an athlet- up a run when Pete Rose douic contest does not exempt him bled, Ken Griffey singled and
from prosecution for his con- Joe Morgan hit into a force
duct," said Hennepin County play to score Rose. Bench then
grounded to Bill Madlock at
Atty. Gary Flakne Monday.
Forbes, 26, was indicted and third but was safe when first
tried for allegedly hitting North baseman Andy Thornton came
Stars hockey player Henry off the bag too soon.
Morgan tried to go all the
Boucha with his hockey stick
during a game Jan. 4, but the way to third on the play but
trial ended July 18 in a hung was thrown out and Madlock,
jury. Jurors said the final vote thinking the side was retired,
had been 9 to 3 in favor of con- rolled the ball to the mound.
viction on a lesser charge of The Cubs trotted toward the
dugout but Bench headed for
simple assault.
Flakne said he decided not to third.
"It was just one of those
retry Forbes because the community is "extremely split" on freak things," said Bench. "1
the matter of violence in pro- heard the umpire holler safe
then everybody looked to
fessional sports and that a second jury would probably not be tandhird
Bench even crossed up umable to reach agreement on a
pire Chris Pelekoudas "He was
verdict.
Flakne said he had talked to cleaning off the bag at third,"
Clarence Campbell,. president_ said Bench.
"I thought he was out at
of the NHL, and told him that
similar acts would not be toler- first," admitted third base
ated. He said Caniflbell did not coach Alex Grammas. "Then I
say anything about whether heard all the yelling and I
thought a fight broke out."
NHL rules might be altered.
Tony Perez got Bench home
Campbell suspended Forbes
for 10 games without pay fol- with a game-tying double and
the Reds broke it open with two
lowing the fight.
The vice president of the Bos- runs in the sixth and four more
ton Bruins, Harry Sinden, said in the eighth.
he was glad to see the end of
Dodgers 7, Phillies 1
"what I think was a totally useAndy Messersmith stopped
less trial situation."
PhiladeIrthia on four hits and
Walter Bush, president of the drove in two rlins with a sacriMinnesota North Stars, said he fice fly and a bases-loaded
also agreed with'Flakne's deci- walk as -Los Angeles won its
sion to drop the charges.
fourth straight game.

"rosecutor Drops
Charges Against Forbes
MINNEAPOLIS AP) — Boston Bruins hockey player Dave
Forbes "behaved in a dangerous manner towards another
person," but he is not a danger
to lociety, said the prosecutor
who decided to drop aggravated assault charges brought
against Forbes for his conduct
in a National Hockey league

Sale!
AUGUST
ONLY
Your Ears
Pierced Free
With Purchase
Of Piercing
Stud Specially
Priced At Only

'10
NIIICHELSON'
iA
\k• 1/.

Milwaukee Brewers 8-7.
Detroit Manager Ralph Houk
stocked his line-up with lefthanded batters against Perry
but right-handers Rodriguez
and Willie Horton collected four
of the Tigers' five hits.
Toby Harrah's two-run homer
in the second inning was all the
support Perry needed.
A's 4, Red Sox 3
Vida Blue blanked Boston for
seven innings — five hits, nine
strikeouts — and then needed
help from three relievers following a long-ball attack in the
eighth. The Red Sox struck suda row.
denly on a home run by Fred
The Tigers haven't scored in Lynn, Jim Rice's single and
29 innings. They managed only Carlton Fisk's homer.
five hits off Perry and only AuPaul Lindblad and Jim Todd
relio Rodriguez, who doubled In each retired a batter with.
,the
the eighth inning, made it as potential tying run on third
far as second base. He was base in the ninth inning as the
promptly cut down trying to A's boosted their lead to 61-2
take third when a pitch rolled a games over Kansas City in the
few feet away from catcher AL West. The Red Sox had
Jim Sundberg.
their East Division lead over
Elsewhere in the American Baltimore sliced to six games.
League, the Oakland A's edged
Orioles 4, Royals 0
the Boston Red Sox 4-3, the
Bobby Grich ripped a two
Baltimore Orioles blanked the out, two-run double off Steve
Kansas City Royals 4-0 on Mike Busby in the seventh inning to
Cuellar's two-hitter, the speedy break up a scoreless duel.
Tommy ht-..Clure, Glen Brewer, California Angels stole
a club Grich scored on Ken Singleton's
Nelson Shroat, Dan Pugh, and record six bases in routing
the single and Don Baylor homered
Jimmy Futrell. Coaches were New York Yankees 8-1
and the in the eighth, Meanwhile, CuelLubie Veale and Gene Eohoon. Minnesota Twins outslugged
the lar held the Royals to /dui

. ..
roPro PEPSI
Glass and Drink
V003 SPECIAL
Just have a • PEPSI
and take home a
tiffany style glass

Pirates 8, Braves 1
Pittsburgh broke open a close
ballgame with six runs in the
ninth inning, two on Manny
Sanguillen's double. Left-hander John Candelaria limited Atlanta to four hits in six innings
and Kent Tekulve finished up,
allowing only a home run by
Darrell Evans in the eighth.
'Giants 9, Expos 2
Ed Halicki, 6-9, struck out 12
batters and hit a two-run single
before leaving in favor of Randy Moffitt in the eighth.

Mayberry's fourth-inning
double and a single by George
Brett in the fifth and retired
the final 14 Kansas City batters.
Angels 8, Yankees I
California stole four bases in
a three-run fourth inning and
Mickey Rivers had four hits
and stole three bases, running
his season total to 60.
Frank Tanana, pitching for
the first time since suffering a
broken finger on his right —
nonpitching — hand July 28,
allowed five hits in seven innings and fanned six to take
the major league lead at 171,
two more than teammate Nolan
Ryan.
Twins 8, Brewers 7
Minnesota wiped out a fourrun deficit on Eric Soderholm's
three-run homer in the third inning and Steve Braun's two-run
shot 1n the fifth. Don Money,
George Scott and Hank Aaron
homered for Milwaukee.
DROPS THREE SPORTS
CORVALLIS, Ore. (AP) —
The Board of Intercollegiate
Athletics has formally discontinued golf, swimming and
tennis from Oregon State University's athletic program. The
action was based on budgetary
considerations.

”Per'S, CON.A." ..PCIrS1." AND ”TWIST•AVIAY'r

Golf Tournament To
Be Held At Oaks
The Juruor Golf Tournament
will be held at the Oaks Country
Club on Friday, August 15, with
tee off time at nine a. in.
Trophies will be awarded,
according to Sue McDougal,
chairman, who urges all interested persons to sign up at
the pro shop or call her at 7538218.

Chiefs Get Palmer
LIBERTY, Mo. I AP) — Gery
Palmer, a fourth-round draft
pick by the Baltimore Colts out
of the University of Kansas in
1973, was acquired by the Kansas City Chiefs on waivers
Monday.
In his first year with the
Colts, Palmer was on the taxi
squad and suffered a knee injury. Surgery kept him out of
action last season.

Miss Your Paper?
Subscrilsors who have not
received their beani-delivered
copy of The Murray ledger &
Tunes by 5:30 p. at. are urged
to call 753-1916 between 5:30
p. sm. and 6 p. at. to insure
very f the newspaper.
anhinisi placed before 6

IIEGISTULD TADI5555$ Or

P•os.Ce. ,MC.

psi 0a

odes
ing
Pepsi-Cola in this returnable quart with
reseal cap costs just about the same,
ounce for ounce,as most of the brands
that claim to be bargains.
It's true. Ounce for ounce you spend just about the
same for Pepsi-Cola in this returnable quart as you do
for those brands you thought were bargains. And
when you add in Pepsi-Cola quality, we think you'll
agree that Pepsi is a real bargain. Next time you
shop, compare.

psi.A real bargain.

Astros 7, Cardinals 2

have a large
Pepsi for . ..

_ Jerry .DaVanon hit his first

3

1

A

and keep
the gloss.

major league home run in six
years and Cliff Johnson had
four hits and two RBI as Hous.1on ran -its winning streak to
five games. Larry Dierker. l0
12, went the distance with a 10hitter

BOTTLED BY PADUC AH BOTTLING CO.PADUCAH.KY. UNDER APPOINTMENT FROM Pepsi Co,Inc., Purchase, N.Y.
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A WANT AD

FBI Rejects
Witness To
LAKE ORION, Mich.(AP)James R. Hoffa's son laid a
new witness claims he saw the
ex-Teamsters president kidnaped, but the Federal Bureau of
Investigation today rejected the
man's account as "a complete
fabrication."
The Hoffa family said the
witness underwent an "intensive interview" by the FBI
and offered "substantial
leads."
But Jay E. Bailey, FBI agent
in charge of the Hoffa probe,
said, "We went into this one in
depth and it has absolutely no
basis in fact."
Hoffa dropped from sight 13
days ago.
The mystery intensified late
Monday when his son, Detroit
attorney James P. Hoffa, said
a man who claimed he witnessed the abduction of Hoffa
on July 30 gave "very substantial leads which are being followed up very, very carefully."
His words conflict with statements by FBI investigators.
They say hundreds of tips and
leads are pouring in and being
checked out, but that they have
nothing promising to go on.
Speaking to reporters at his
father's lakeside home 41 miles
north of Detroit, the younger
Hoffa said, "One lead we
thought was very interesting
and which is being checked out
has to do with an individual
Members of the Washington staff of U.S. Congressman Carroll Hubbard (D-Ky.) met recently who claims he was an eyeon the steps of the U. S. Capitol. With Hubbard (at far right) are: front row, left to right, Alan witness to the Oduction at the
jayjiq .çjicbn _Clismkinsyillfj,rcoydon Nichols (Madiso_eville) and _Steve W.
cadAtie
. Red
1,"
Miejaig. Reij9.
.
(Morgaliffeldr
Givens (Mayfield). Standing left to rigTi, Dennis Griffin InosiansvilleT
Pox is a fashionable restaurant
Vicki Price (Mayfield), Diane Meriwether and Darrell Hotchkiss (both of Washington), Ava where Hoffa was last seen.
The FBI said it did not know
Magee (Wickliffe), Judy Langford (Mayfield), leanna Houser (Benton) and Rose Marie Allen
to whom Hoffa referred.
(Washington).

. WAKE'UP!!
HEY,SPIKE:
WE WANT TO GEE WV
"MU LOOK LIKE!

THE
fikiottt.Li
N055

DOES IT BEST

Hoffa also said "We feel that
there is evidence to be made
available in Southern CantorJimmy Hoffa's biographer,
Charles Ashman, said in Los
Angeles,"We have received information that there are persons in Southern California who
witnessed meetings prior to the
disappearance of Mr. Hoffa in
which that disappearance was
discussed."
In Los Angeles meanwhile
former gangster Mickey Cohen
said in a brief telephone interview, "I feel Jim is gone ... I
know what I know from my
own connections."
Cohen did not elaborate. He
said his telephone is "not
safe."

At the Hoffa compound,
James P. Hotta said, "This is a
nationwide search for evidence
and it's not going to stop. And
we think, again, that we are going to have a successful solution to this crime."
He did not elaborate on his
brief and cryptic remarks. The
FBI immediately disputed
Hoffa's statements.
We do not have any witnesses," a spokesman said.
He said several persons who
called in said they witnessed an
abduction, but that they could
not support their stories.
"We've had so many calls
from people who think they saw
something, but when they're interviewed they just don't have ,
the facts," the spokesman said.

State Stepping Up Efforts To
Check On Safety Inspections
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) The state is stepping up efforts
to check on mechanics licensed
to do state car-safety inspections, according to Department of Transportation (DOT)
officials.
The.order comes after news
stories last month reported that
a number of inspection_stations
in Jefferson County failed to
find obvious defects when they
inspected a test car.
A new state review of local
in
.
sxectort was begun July .1 because of those news stories, according to Paul Stivers, assistant director of the state Division of Inspection, DOT.
Stivers said nine citations
have been issued to inspect
stations around the state since
May 7, but none in Jefferson
County. Two stations' licenses
have been suspended, he said.
Field inspectors are to visit
each inspection station every
two weeks, Stivers said, to

check records. But he said fullscale investigations of individual stations are being made
only when citizen complaints
are received.
"We're making a very strong
effort to impress on stations the
importance of safety inspection," he said.

Seats Available For
Senior Citizens Trip

OPedflgS

Available

At Murray Pre-School

Jimmie Musgrow, a native of
Martin, Tennessee, received his
Master's Degree in Social Work
during August commencement
exercises held at Atlanta
University in Atlanta, Georgia.
Musgrow is the son of Mrs.
Annie L. Tharpe of 217 Spruce
Street, Murray, and James
Edward Musgrow of Paducah.
Musgrow attended the public
schools in Murray and
graduated from Murray High
School in 1964. He received his
B.S. Degree in Sociology from
Savannah State College,
Savannah, Georgia in 1972.
Presently, Musgrow resides
in Savannah, Georgia with his
wife, the former Olga L. Bynes
of Savannah and their two
children, son Jimmie Howard,
and daughter Olga Felicia.

Applications are now being
taken for the fall term at
Murray Cooperating PreSchool. Those holding application forms must get them
in so their name can be placed
on the list.
There are still several
openings in the three-year old
group, but only a very few
openings in the four year old
group.
For further information
please call ha Brown 753-6513.

Federal State
Market Report
Federal State Market News Service,
Saturday. August 9, Murray, Kentucky
Murray Livestock Market:. Livestock
weighed on arrival
Compared To Last Week: All represented classes steady.
Slaughter Cows: Utility 19.0042.00, Cutter 16.00-19.00, Canner 12.0416.00.
Slaughter Bulls: Yield grade 1-2 12001600 lbs. indicating 77-79 carcass boning
per cent 20.00-23.00.
Feeder Steers: Mixed Good & Choice
300-500 lbs. 2200-2000. 500-700 lbs 24 0027.00, Good 300-500 lbs 19.00-22.00, 500-700
lbs. 21.00-24.00.
Feeder Heifers: Mixed Good &
300-500 the 19.00-22.50. 500-700 lbs. 21.0023.50, Good 300-500 lbs 15.00-19.00.

CAMP 592
Camp 592 of Woodmen of the
World will meet Thursday,
August 14, at seven p. m. at the
WOW Hall. Trellis Seaford,
president, urges all members to
attend this important business
meeting.

If You
Need Them:
753-1441
Fire
753-1621
Police
753-6952
Rescue
753-9332
Ambulance
Hospital Emergency...
753-5131

Crossword Puzzler
3 Hypothetical
force
4 More ancient
1 Body of •
soldiers
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6 Long-legged
bird
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prefix
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YOUR NEED is our cow
cern. NEEDLINE, 7536333.

15 At

I Beginner or Pro, Sol
your best & have a ball at

TOMA
cents
cents
9618.

Corvette lanes
753-2202

W. Main
Comprehensive Care...
753-6622
Poison Control 753-7588
Senior Citizens 753-0929
Need Line...753-NEED
Learn to Read. . 753-2288

Social Concerns
Committee and
The Ledger
8, Times
ADVERTISING
DEADLINES
All display ads,
clacicified displays and
regular display, must be
submitted by 12 noon,
before
day
the
publication.
All reader classifieds
must be submitted by 4
p. m. the day before
publication.

SIDEWALK SALE

The Murray?Calloway County
Settior Citizeni trip to Opryland
on Tuesday, August 19, still has
seats available for six more
Senior Citizens or any interested adult.
The bus will leave Tuesday
morning at seven a. m. and will
return to Murray about 8 p. m.
that same night.
The cost will be $14.00 to cover
transportation and admission to
Opryland. This does not include
meals.
Any interested person may
call the Senior Citizens office at
753-0929. Please call by 4:30 p.
m. Thursday, August 17, a
spokesman said.

AM I CUTE TOO

AOW DIP
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5UCH A
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2 Nitice
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THURSDAY FRIDAY
At SCOWL

DOTTIE SHOP
1001A Joturiv Robertson
Road Across from
Murray Country Club
10:00a. m.to6:00p.m.

If you need anything
checked about your car,
the
to
it
bring
professionals at...

CUSTOM-BUILT Portable
buildings. Maintenance
free. House type constructed. Free delivery.
Built on treated skids.
Many in stock. Any size
built to order. See to
appreciate. On Hicks
Cemetery Road. One mile
south of Cherry Corner off
Highway 121 South.
Competition...
Come play in our leagues.
Enjoy friendly competition and a pleasant
atmosphere.

Corvette
Lanes
753-2201

W. Main

5. Lost And Found
FOUND SWISS watch, at
Sonic Drive In. Call 7537876.

6 Help Wanted
DEPENDABLE WOMAN
one day a week. For
light
and
cleaning
ironing. Call 753-5203.
WANT SOMEONE to stay
at night. Call 753-5560.

Hutson Texaco
W.Moin

753-7780

PHONE NUMBERS
FOR THE
LEDGER& TIMES DEPARTMENTS -ARE AS FOLLOWS
News, Society and
Sports
753-1 9 18.
Retail Display advertising 753-/9/9
Classified
Display,
Classified, Circulation and the Business
Office
may
be
reached on 753- 19 /6
and 753-191 7

worker
PART-TIME
needed. Begin work Aug.
18. Approximately 22-24
hours per week. Reply to
P. 0. Box 32-A.

12. Insurance
re a
If you'
good

driver,

can
probably
save you

money on car
insurance
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10.

Buy Gold & Silver
Estate Appraisal
Phone 1502i business 75.3-0140
night 753-9232 Store hours Monday 1-6. Tuesd.,‘ Saturday 10-6

The sooner you call,
the sooner you save.

Ronnie Ross
210 E. Main
Phone 753-0489
13. Fur Sale Or Trade
THREE BEDROOM house
on 641. If interested call
753-2846.
'

LARGE HOUSE in country
to rent or buy on contract.
Small down payment.
Write Robert Phillips,
Rural Route 1, Salem Ill.
62881.

WALNU
Mahogi
$40. As
table,
corner
antiqui
dresser
mirror!
conditi(
USED
Phone

entry
coUnI
JOUIT

HIDA-BED or trundle bed,
in good condition. Call
753-1702 after 5:30.
USED BICYCLES or bike
parts. Call 753-9773. Ask
for Todd.
WILL BUY good used
Travel trailerg, truck
camper. Call Arrowhead
Camper Sales, Hwy. 80
E., Mayfield, Ky., 2478187.

15. Articles For Sale
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I.

con753-

15. Articles For Sale

16. Home Furnishings

Another

View

43 Real Estate

TOMATO STAKES, 10 BOX
SPRINGS
and PIANO TUNING, repair
cents each. Bean poles, 20
mattress, $25.00. Phone and rebuilding, prompt
cents each. Phone 753753-3903 or see at 1305 service. Rebuilt pianos
9618.
South 16th Street.
for sale. Ben Dyer 7538911.
STOVE,
one
BEAUTY SHOP equipment ONE
refrigerator, curtains,
for sale. Four dryers and
and 2 braided oval rugs.
chairs, 2 stations, 2
Call 753-4133 or 753-3379
hyclrolic chairs. Only 8
after 5.
SOUND SYSTEM
months 41161. Phone 7538150 after 5:00.
FOR SALE
ELECTROLUX VACUUM
K200
KUSTOM
cleaners and carpet
shampooers
and
shag
TOMATO STAKES,54", 15
attachments, bags. Call
4 me head has separate
cents each. Redmon
Tony Montgornery, 753Stake Company, Hwy. 94
volume, bass, treble and
6760.
E., Murray.
reverb. 5' columns has 5
- -

rtable
nance
conivery.
skids.
y size
ee to
Hicks
e mile
ner off

19. Farm Equipment
RUBBER TIRED wagon.
Two inch cypress bed,
cypress sides. Boat and
motor. $100.00. Five horse
Johnson motor. Flat
bottom boat. Call 489-2345.

pleS.
CORI•
3sant

CASE FARM tractor. VAC12. 3 point hitch. $875.
Call 436-5414.

IT' speakers. All rolled
and pleated. Priced right.
Call Frank Gonzales: 7531919 or 753-2374 alter 6.

USED HAY rake. In good
shape. Ready to rake; REPOSESSED STEREO
Miniature Alaskan Console. Balance due or
TOBACCO
STICKS.
Malamute
puppies. Call monthly payments. J. &
Redmon Stake Company,
B. Music. Call 753-7575.
753-9390.
94 Highway East. Call 7532417
20. Sports Equipment
24. Miscellaneous

•2202

STOVE, WASHER and '1975 DELTA PRO
BASS
dryer,
2
T.V.s,
boat. 85 Mercury Locator,
typewriter, lawn mower,
trolling 'motor, power
Call 753-0184.
trim. Call 753-3932 or 7533226 after 4.
54-SELECTIONS
of
paneling 4 x 8 sheets.$2.75
and up. Moulding to 1975 DELTA- PRO BASS
boat.
85.
Mercury
match
paneling.
Lassiter, trolling motor,:
Bathroom vanities from
power trim. Call 753-3932
$45.00 and up. 12-designs
or 753-3226 after 4.
decorative paneling 4 x 8
sheets $4.25 each. 42"CD
plywood $4.95 sheet. Five HOUSEBOAT, 35'
fiberglass. 1970 Silver
eights inch Particle board
Queen. Twin two 25
$3.25 sheet. Cabinet
Chrysler motors, used
topping at 25 cents square
only 290 hours. Polar
foot. Interior latex white
power plant, air conpaint
$3.95
gallon.
ditioned, depth finder,
• Fiberglass panels at 10
-tape player, sleeps 10.
cents to 25 cents square
Excellent condition. If
foot. Luan and birch doors
Interested call 753-5870 or
$5.75 to $18.75. Ross and
753-4682.
Truck Salvage Mdse. Inc.
Box 88, Martin, Tenn.,
Phone 587-2420.
15 FT. FIBERGLASS boat
75 h. p. motor. Price
$650.00. Call 753-0017.
16 Home Furnishings

II, at
1 753-

'OMAN
E. For
light
103.

(o stay
560.

;I N E
p. O.

arker
t Aug.
22-24
ply to

GOLD SEARS refrigerator
with automatic ice-maker
and gold range with
ceramic cooktop and selfcleaning oven. Window
air conditioner. All used 1
year. Call 753-7327.

DO All YOUR LAUNDRY
FASTER FOR LESS
AT THE ALL

1 car

kG
SELF-SERVICE
LAUNDRY
WASHER
EQUIPPED

OPEN 8-AM TO 9-PM

WASH 3V nov

e

Central Highlander
Center, 641-N
WALNUT DRESSER, $20.
Mahogany blanket chest,
$40. Ash table, $12. Odd
table, $7.00. Walnut
corner shelf, $10. All
antiques. Also double
dresser with 2 matching
mirrors. All in excellent
condition. Phone 753-7644.

a call,
save.

199

Din

0489
de

USED SOFA for sale
Phone 753-2247.

house
ited call

16'60 AMP Electric service
pole, complete. Call 7530870.

or bike
73. Ask

d used
, truck
-owhead
iwy. 80
y., 247-

A

CA SKKee• K

"WHAT HAPPENED TO 11-IE RE13ATE,
WALTER?"

32. Apartments For Rent
NICE FULLY furnished
air conditioned one
bedroom apartments.
Call 435-4578.
ONE BEDROOM furnished
apartment. Adjacent to
University CAmpus. Air
conditioned. Very nice
and clean. Couple only.
Phone 753-3805.

34. Houses For Rent
FOUR ROOM house, bath,
in country, with garden
space. Well water. Call
753-0169.
37. Livestock - Supplies
$250 WESTERN BIG horn
saddle. Martingale and
bridle. Price $100.00.
Phone 753-6012.

"lohn's

J. & B. Music

Plaasa•eead your resume to Box 32-1 C/O Murray
Ledger and Tunes, (103 N. 4th St.) airing marital
status, past experience, education ond rehereisces.

n rubber
. for
Call 753-

8-12-

MUSIC LESSONS

Lady wanted to keep full set of double
entry books. Will be required to keep accounts receivable and accounts payable
journals, prepare payroll each week,
,rofit and loss statements and balance
sheets at the close of each month. Government quarterly reports for taxes must
be prepared on schedule. We offer paid
/
2
vacations and other fringe benefits. 51
day work week in very pleasant, air conditioned office.
The person we seek must have a
knowledge, of bookkeeping and vast experience in a business office would be
helpful. Assistance in training will be
provided.

Idle bed,
in. Call
D.

FIVE ACRES set up for HOME HUNTING? You
will find a large selection
mobile homes. Located
in all price ranges at
near Hamlin, Ky. only a
Wilson Realty, Auction
mile from Kentucky
and Insurance, across
Lake. Fifteen mobile
from Post Office, Phone
home pads already in
753-3263. Nights and
with space for several
Holidays. Wayne Wilson,
more. Extra large deep
753-5086, Ron Talent 753well. Four septic units.
1607, Loretta Jobs 753Electric poles to many of
6079. Member M.L.S.
the sites. Here is an opportunity to buy a mobile
home court reasonably. MODERN TWO bedroom
John
C. Neubauer, house. One acre, on 121
west. Five miles out. Call
Realtor, 505 Main Street,
489-2246.
Murray, Kentucky.

FIREWOOD,ORDER now,
FURNISHED BASEMENT
Oak and Hickory. Cut to •
;53-6477:-----Order. Call
----r-t4--.aP"tin
ej1trequireffCall 7536069.
REGISTERED, FEMALE,
MOTOROLA STEREO car
Australian puppy. Call
tape, recorder. $30.00,
753-6872 after 3.
Strobe light 820.00, John
Nice New
Boat and 'trailer $50.00,
Efficiency
1972 100 Yamaha $100.00.
BOXER PUPPIES. One
22 Glenfield rifle with
female Irish Setter pup,
Apartments
scope $30.00. Call 753-7576
one female German
for Girls
Shepherd pup. All AKC
Phone 753•5865
registered. Call 753-6488.
or 753-5108
BEAUTIFUL SIAMESE
kittens. Pure bred, very
NEW
TWO
BEDROOM
Sayings Center
cheap. Call 753-8258.
apartment. All carpet,
Shoes Galore
disposal, range, dishOver three-hundred
FOR
sale.
washer, washer and dryer DOGS
pair of Men's
Registered pointers 3
hookup. Central heat and
Work Shoes
months to I year. Call 901air, patio. $150.00. Call
All Styles and
247-3232 between 8 a.m.
753-7550.
and 4 p.m., 901-247-5570
sixes in stock.
between 9 p.m. and 10
Shop AroundFURNISHED
FOUR
p.m.
we
sell
for less!
bedroom apartment for
24' PONTOON boat and
persons
four
near
John's Savings
trailer. 65 h.p. Johnson
PARADISE KENNELS University; also furwith 11 hours. Call 436Center
Boarding and grooming,
nished one room apart5690.
Pick up and delivery
2208 Coldwater Road
ment. Phone 753-7575 or
service now available.
753-0669.
1975 CHALLENGER bass
Call 753-4106.
TWO STORY oak log barn
boat, green and silver,
Excellent condition. Call EFFICIENCY APARTmetal flake color, with
40 Produce
753-0870.
MENTS suitable for boys
Challenger bass boat
_
at
1603
College Farm puRpr,EffuLL-peig;$3.00
trailer. 85 h. 17. Johnson
Road. Call 492-8225.
with power trim. 24 volt 27 Mobile Home Sales
a bushel. Pick your own.
Remote Johnson trolling
Phone 753-4416. Ora King.
motor, plus many other
1973 ATLANTIC. 12 x 60, TWO BEDROOM, FURextras. This boat has been
NISHED or partially
with central heat and air.
41 Public Sales
run for 30 minutes. Never
435-4537 after 5:00 p. m. furnished. Call 489-2595.
been registered. Call 436GARAGE-YARD
Sale.
2211 or after 6 p. m. 753NICE UNFURNISHED 2 Wednesday
through
28 Heating 8 Cooling
0224.
bedroom duplex, stove Saturday. Out 94 East,
refrigerator, dishwasher
turn left, at Lakestop
BOYS 5 SPEED bicycle. 5 8000 BTU Whirlpool air
and disposal. Has patio. Grocery, 1 mile on Van
conditioner
and
a
warm
months old. Call 753-6813.
$140.00 per month. Call
Cleave Road. Riding
morning heater stove.
753-3493.
Lawn mower, air conCall
753-3538
after
4
p.m.
20' PONTOON BOAT,
ditioner, bicycles, 1970
Harris Flote Boat), like
THREE ROOM furnished
Honda, truck camper,
29 Mobile Home Rentals
new. Call 436-5345.
apartment. Carpeted, air
TV., antiques, and
conditioned, private
everything. Call 753-7847.
TWO BEDROOM mobile
entrance. $90.00 per
22. Musical
home. Three miles south
month. If interested call YARD SALE Friday and
of Murray off of 641.
753-4F70.
Saturday, August 15 and
Electric heat, water
16. At 1613 Dodson Avenue
furnished. Call 753-4645.
MU1FIRAY MANOR - All
on the corner °Lk& nth_
new, all electric, one and
Extended.
TRAILER SPOTS..Located
Piano-Organ-(;uitar
near university. Nice, two bedroom apartments.
43. Real Estate
small court Restricted. Stove, refrigerator, and
water furnished. On
Phone 753-3895.
Duiguid Road, just off 641 THE QUALIFIED per753-7575
sonnel at Guy Spann
North. 753-8668.
WE BUY used mobile
Realty are waiting to talk
homes. Top prices paid.
to you regarding your real
Rooms
33.
For
Rent
Saddle and Spur Trailer
estate needs. Our time is
Sales, Paducah. Call 442your time. Give us a call
ROOMS
FOR
nice
boys
and
1918 or 443-e26.
or drop by the office at 901
private. Central air and
Sycamore Street, 753heat. Kitchen, half block
31. Want To Rent
from campus. Call 436- 7724.

Bookkeeper Wanted

country
antract.
yment.
hillips,
lem 111

5479.

SEE THIS charming, 3
bedroom, brick home,
34 Houses For Rent
only 5 blocks from Court
Square, lots of privacy in
QUAINT OLDER HOUSE,
large shaded yard. For
for commercial use. A
more information Call
shop or office. Good
Claude Miller 753-3059 or
parking and adjoins
Bob Perrin 753-3509. Let
MARRIED COUPLE,
property with thriving
tis help you solve your
mature graduate student
business. Phone 753-3624.
Real Estate problems.
and wife. Need two
Claude L. Miller Real
bedroom apartment or BOYS FOUR bedroom
Estate 753-50o4
small
house
near
house. Partially furuniversity. References,
nished.
blocks from FIVE ACRE tracts in the
753-8808.
University. Phone 753Ken Shores Estates near
3895.
Chandler.Park_akilarnlin,
HOUSE IN the country, 2
Ky, These are Ideated in
or 3 bedroom. On a gravel\ THREE BEDROOM house.
an exclusive development
road
paved.
Or
Electric stove and 2 air
on Kerby Jennings Trail.
References if necessary.
conditioners included.
Only a short distance to
Call. 753-7256. .
'Connected to an eflake and boat launching
ficiency
apartment
facilities Electric and
32. Apartments For Rent
cotnpletellr ful-rdshed
'Phone are in the area. On
aiLand now rented. 308 N.
road.
black : top
FURNISHED
APART6th, Call 753-5051 for inReasonabl) priced. John
MENTS...ur two__
V, Neubauer. Realtor 505
bedrooms. ZinImernthn
Main Street Mutray, Ky.
Apartments South 16th TWO BEDROOM Couples
753-0101
'
Office
Street. 753-6609
only no pets. Call 753-2987.
Residem .0121 753-7531.
I
.
MOVING FROM Texas
looking for house to rent
with some acreage. Need
not be in top condition
willing to repair. Please
call collect 314-441-0058.

6 Homes For Sale

51 Services Offered

50 Campers
1974 VENTURE CAMPER.
With roll out kitchen and
awning. Call 753-5500 or
753-6200.

51 Services Offered
ROY HARMON'S Carpenter Shop (old ice
Complete
plant).
remodeling and repairs,
cabinets, paneling, doors,
formica work, finish
carpentry, contracting.
Phone 753-4124 or 753-0790
nights.

NEW HOME for sale In CARPENTRY
WORK.
Gatesborough, 1'2 story,
VERY NICE 1973 12 x 15,
Remodeling, room adcontemporary styled.
mobile home on 100 x 320
ditions, any type of home
Four bedrooms, _three
lot on Highway 280 East of
improvements. Free
baths. Many extras in
Murray about 3 miles.
estimates. 436-5840.
house including cathedral
Home is completely
ceiling, balcony, central
furnished, including
PAINvacuum and intercom. EXPERIENCED
appliances.
Moffitt
TER will do Ulterior or
Call
753-9208.
Realty Company 206
exterior work by the hour
South 12th, 753-3597.
or job. 753-8343.
47 Motorcycles
BEAUTIFULLY SHADED
HUTCHENS'
3 acre lot in Almo with 2 HONDA QA50 mini bike. In JOHN
Plumbing and Electric.
good condition. Phone 753bedroom, 1 bath home
No jobs too small. Call
2965.
- with electric heat, den,
436-5642 anytime.
wall to wall carpet,
double carport, outside
1973 Cl' TRAIL 70. $150.
CONTACT
SHOLAR
storage building for
Call 753-3815.
Brothers for all your
$19,950. Contact Boydbulldozing, backhoe work,
Majors Real Estate, 105 1972 SUZUKI GT380.
or trucking needs. Phone
N. 12th or call 753-8080.
Perfect condition. Less
Aurora, 354-8138 or 354
....than,.. 3000 actualOW-after
7 p. m.
Call
753-5868.
TO BUY or sell Real
Estate, call or see us at
CARPET
Fulton 'Young Realty, 4th
CLEANING,
1975 YAMAHA 125 MX
experienced,
very
& Maple Streets, phone
Call 436-4335 after 5:00
reasonable rates,
753-7333. We have local
p.m.
references, free
and out of state buyers
estimates. Quick drying.
and handle property of all
49. Used Cars 8 Trucks
Call Handyman, 753-9618.
kinds, in both Kentucky
and Tennessee. We need
VAN,
CHEVY
1971
your. listings now. Home
Paneled, insulated, ALUMINUM SERVICE
phones: Fulton E. Young,
carpeted. Automatic. Call
COMPANY siding by
753-4946; Ishmael Stinson,
436-2533.
Alcoa.
Awnings
by
753-3744.
Howmet Altuninutp or
1972 NOVA. Power steering
Rigid Vinyl. No down
and brakes. Tape player.
payment. Free estimates.
ROBERTS REALTY
Call 753-2769.
Call Will Ed Bailey, 492located on South 12th at
8897, Bobby Lawrence
Sycamore
has
five
492-8879.
licensed and bonded sales 1973 DODGE VAN. V-8
automatic. Custom inpersonnel to serve you
terior. Wheels and side
plus twenty years ea;
HAY HAULING. Truck
pipes. Call 435-4550.
elusive real estate exand crew furnished.
perience. Call 753-1651 or
Reasonable rates. Call
1975
THUNDERBIRD, David Benton,
come by our office. We
753-7699 or
6,000 miles with moon
like to talk REAL
753-0123.
roof. Call 753-6156.
ESTATE.
LIGHT
HAULING.
1948 PLYMOUTH with 1973 Livestock hauling and
44 lots For Sale
V-8 engine, completely small appliances. Call
restored.
Call 753-6156. 436-5844 or 436-5472.
$10 DOWN, will buy a large
(100' x 200') Kentucky
1947
INTERNATIONAL JOHN
Lake access lot. Total
HUTCHENS'
pick up long wheel baser.Plumbing and Electric
-Priee
-Of $2995 includes
Phone 753-0100.
Repair Service. No jobs
central water tap in.
too
Phone, 436-5320 or 436small.
436-5642
1972 VEGA VAN. Best anytime during day.
2473.
offer. Call 753-7576.
-art-MEW.
,

r.
,
r3K

RESIDENTIAL LOT on 641
South, 2 miles from city.
100 x 300. Call 753-7867.

TWO
Chevrolet
1970
Pickups, one 1970 GMC
pickup. Call day or night
436-5366.

LOT FOR sale in Cantebury, trees, city street 1972 GREMLIN air conlights; call 753-6183.
ditioned, tinted wind
shield, radial tires. 21 to
24 m. p. g., standard shift.
46. Homes For Sale
$1600. Call 753-6387.
BY OWNER: Large house.
3360 Sq. ft. 4 bedrooms, 3 1973 1-BIRD, 51,000 miles.
White on white with navy
baths, complete kitchen
blue interior. Good
with micro wave oven and
compactor. Large den condition. Two new tires.
with small kitchen facility $3,950. Call 753-7625.
and walkout basement. 2car garage plus one out 1968 VOLKSWAGON. $600.
building for storage on 1
Call 492-8884.
acre of ground. '2 mile off
blacktop, 10 minutes from 1974 VW. Call 753-8360 after
Murray, $45,500. Call 7535 o'clock.
7625 after 5:30 or 753-5897
1970 GTO, automatic, air.
days.
Call 753-5686.
THREE
SPACIOUS
bedrosiom house. Two 1965 BUICK LA SABRE.
baths, living room, den
Power, air, brakes,
with fireplace, carpeted.
steering. $350. Call 753many closets. Central
0703.
heat and air. Outside shop
areas. 1969 PLYMOUTH custom
storage
and
surburban station wagon.
Walking distance to
Full power, air conRobertson, M. H. S. and
ditioning. $650.00. Phone
M.S.U. 1607 Sunset Drive.
436-5485,
Call 753-6012.
TWO BEDROOM house,
south Broad. Good investment. Also 400-yards
white knit fabric. 50 cents
a yard. Call 8-10 p.m. 7532594.
FOR -SALE by owner.
Beautiful, spaciOus, 3
bedroom home at 1409
'Dudley. Call 753-4381..

50. Campers
16 ft. 1975 Coachman
Casualine. Sleeps 6, gas
stove, sink, built-in
icebox, power converter
Call for other details 4892716 after 5 p.m.
1969 _BONANZA -tti-frrity
self-Contained, Camper
trailer. Also a boat motor
and trailer. 10 speed
Western flyer bicycle
Call 436-5556.

COLDWATER, 1 year,
new, large. 3 bedroom
house. Extra large lot, 2
car attached garage, CAMP-A-RAMA
Sales,
patio, seParate laundry
Coachman, Trail Star,
and
room, central air
Fold down, unique, Good
__beat. builtTin. range and used trailers, 1,2 mile
kast
dishwasher.
•
Exof 68 and 641 intersection
traordinary. Must see to
Draffinville, Ky Phone
appreciate. Call 489-2493. 527-7807.

PROFESSIONAL
service.
JANITORIAL
Daily service, carpets,
floors, walls, furniture.
Call collect 502-1354506

M&B CONSTRUCTION
CO.,
landscaping,
backhoe work. general
hauling, bush hogging,
plowing and discing. Call
436-2540.

ROY HARMON'S Carpenter Shop ( old ice
Complete
plant)..
remodeling and repairs,
cabinets, paneling, doors,
formica work, finish
carpentry, contracting.
Phone 753-4124 or 753-0790
nights.
CUSTOM DOZIER Work.
Cat D7E, A big machine
for big jobs. Ralph
Stewert 901-498-8860.
WILL DO Hay Hauling
Call 753-6477.
SILVER POLISHED. Call
492-8698 between 6 and 8
p.m.
EXPERIENCED Electrician needs work. Free
estimates. No job too
small. Call 753-7488.
KIRBY CARPET CAREcleans rugs of all kinds. In
business, homes, and
institution. Rugs come
clean by steam cleaning.
Free estimates. 24 hour
answering service, 500
Maple. 753-0359.
LICENSED
ELECTRICIAN - Prompt,
efficient service. No job
too small. Call Ernest
White. 753-0605.GUTTERING BY Sears,
Sears seamless gutters
installed
your
per
specifications. Call Larry
Lyles at 753-2310 for free
estimate.
54 Free Column
THREE MONTH old black
kitten, very cute and
healthy. Call 753-3535
after 4:30.
SIX WEEKS old male cat.
Tiger striped. Needs a
good home. Call 753-3994
in the evenings.
THREE 6 WEEK old
puppies. Part Collie, part
Cock-A -Poo.. Cute,
lovable. Call 753-4307
after 5.
ADULT FEMALE cat.
White with tiger stripes.
Four kittens. Need good
homes. Call 753-3096.
TWO KITTENS, one yellow
striped, one black. Call
753-4827.

NOW IS THE TIME TO SELL...
WE NEED YOUR LISTING...
All brick 2 bedroom home at the edge of Murray, offering nice carpet and drapes, central airconditioning, den, 2 full baths, wallpaper and
beautiful decor throughout home, priced at only
21,500.
Very nice 3 bedroom frame home in city with new
carpet, living room, dining room, fireplace, nice
drapes, large lot on quiet street, screened-in sun
porch, all for only $15,500.
MOO sq. ft. of luxury living area, offering the very
best in materials and decorating in this 3 bedroom,
2L-2 bath home. Plush carpeting, formal dining
room, den with fireplace, extra large patio, many
other features, listed at $42.500.00.
Executive home, with an adjoining apartment
which provides extra income, yet you never lose the
attractiveness of a single family residence. Offers
central heat and air, carpeted throughout, 2 car
garage, beautiful shade trees and located at edge of
Murray,and price is a reasonable $39,500.00.
Very nice 197312 x 50 mobile home on 100 x 328 lot on
Hwy. 280 east of Murray about 3 miles, Home is
completely furnished, including appliances.
Just listed, extra nice duplex less than 1 year old, at
edge of Murray. Two bedrooms each side, carpeted,
range and refrigerator. This is a better than
average investment with a price of only $25,000.00.
In Panorama Shores we have an exceptionally nice
double wide trailer in top condition, with central
heat and air, formal dining room, 2 baths, completely furnished, check this one out, because it is
pricedatoffiy $48.,800 on large lot.
Tremendous view for miles around.from this large
well kept family home at New Concord has 2 large
bedrooms upstairs and', 2 large bedroom down,
several out-buildings on approx. 3 acres, priced in
mid 20's.

Moffitt Realty Co.
Office - 733-3507
206 Soirth 12th St.
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Local Persons
At Conference

Deaths and Funerals
Wilson Farley's
Funeral Is Today

Vocational
Fifth
The
Education Conference was held
August 5-8 at Western Kentucky
University, Bowling Green,
with the theme being "Competency Based Vocational
The funeral for Wilson Farley
Education in Kentucky."
of 1000 Olive Street,. Murray, is
Home economics educators being held today at two p. m. at
met with the other vocational the chapel of the Blalockservices to hear keynote Coleman Funeral Home with
speakers among which was Bro. John Dale and Bro. Hollis
Gov. Julian Carroll.
Miller officiating.
Special interest groups and
Serving as pallbearers. are
concurrent sessions on timely Mat Stubblefield, James Pattopics were held to help terson, John Hendon, Jim Hurt,
educators develop greater Guy Spann, and 011ie K.
competemmes in teaching.
Stubblefield. Burial will be in
Home ecoflomics personnel the Murray City Cemetery.
attending from Murray and
Mr. Farley, age 83, died
Calloway County were Lucy Sunday at 1:08 p. m. at the
Lilly, Murray High, Lucy Ann Westview Nursing Home. He
Forrest and Bess Kerlick, and his wife, Mrs. Eva Lawson
Calloway County High, Sue Farley, celfbrated their 60th
Fairless, Mary Lawson. and Dr wedding
On
anniversary
Pauline Waggener, Murray November 1. He was a member
State University.
of the New Concord Church of
Christ.
Survivors are his wife:, one
son, Max Farley, Murray; six
daughters, Mrs. J. P. Parker
and Mrs. Charles N. Johnson,
„
Murray, Mrs. John M. Morgan,
Homecoming day will be held Hazel, Mrs. Jesse Brandon,
Sunday, August 17, at the Old Paducah, Mrs. Paul Burks,
Salem Cemetery. A basket Lone Oak, and Mrs. Ronald
lunch will be served at noon.
Urton, Durant, Okla.; one
Farley,
A discussion concerning the brother,
Porter
grandCemetery Trust Fund will be Murray; sixteen
held and all persons having children; four great grandrelatives buried at Old Salem children.
are urged to be present.
Committee men in charge of
the cemetery are Jack Dodd,
Locust Grove Road, Charles
Rains, 501 Vine Street, Relmon
Wilson, 1007 Olive Street, and
James_ Carrol, .Hardin Route fer-hirs1- - Van One.
( Edna Purdom) Clark of
Murray Route Three were held
Monday at two p. m. at the
CPW MEET
Cumberland chapel of the J. H. Churchill
The
Presbyterian Women of North Funeral Home with Rev. C. C.
Pleasant Grove Church will Brasher, Rev. Harold Lassiter,
meet Thursday, August 14, at and Bro. John Dale officiating.
seven p. m. at the home of Mrs. Guy Luther, Bill Harrell, Nick
Horton, Obert Garland, Don
Joe Pat Thornton.
Overbey, and Alvin Futrell
served as pallbearers and
LAKE DATA
burial was in the Elm Grove
356.7
m.
a.
7
Lake,
Kentucky
Cemetery..
no change. Below dam 302.1
Mrs. Clark, age 89, died
down 0.2.
at her home. She and
Saturday
Barkley Lake,7 a. m. 356.6 up
Van, who surhusband,
her
01. Below dam 303.6 down 0.5.
celebrated their 63rd
had
vives,
Sunset 7:53. Sunrise 6:11.
on
anniversary
wedding
Moon sets 11:21 p. m., rises
November 30.
m.
p.
Tuesday 1:19

Old Salem Cemetery
Plans Homecoming

Funeral services for Mrs.
Nora L. Campbell will be held
Wednesday at 230 p. m. at the
Poplar Spring Baptist Church
where she was a member with
Rev. Jerrell White and Rev.
Loyd Perrin officiating. Music
will be by the Church Choir with
Robert Walker as song leader.
Pallbearers will be Ronnie
Robinson, Larry Campbell,
Bobby Campbell, Barry Rose,
Johnny Anderson, and Tommy
Rushing. Burial will be in the
with
Cemetery
Barnett
arrangements by the Max
Churchill Funeral Home where
friends may call.
Mrs. Campbell, age 80, died
Sunday at 11:40 p. m. at the
Murray -Calloway County
Hospital. Her husband, Clennis
H. Campbell, died in August
1960.
Survivors are one daughter,
Mrs. Lennis Robinson, Las
Vegas, Nevada, two sons, Cliff
and Dale Campbell, both of
Murray, one Sister, Mrs. Eunie
McIntire, Allen, Okla., twelve
grandchildren, and fourteen
great grandchildren.

STOCK

MARKET

Prices of stocks of local interest at noon
today furnished to lb. Ledger & 'Dries by
1.18. &men Co. are as follows:
19's +44
fiurco
614 441
Amer Motors
2014 4%
Ashland Oil
49 +66
AT&T
214 -4-%
Boise Cascade
394 +%
Ford
50% 4%
General Motors
.Gensma;;.- A;;Mfo
Goodrich
las°
20%
Gulf Oil
23% 4%
Pennwaft
16% 4%
Quaker Oath
32 4%
Republic Steel
12% 4%
Singer
6 4%
Tappan
13% -4
Western Union
2444 -1%
Zenith

during the future during the
state 4-H Talk Meet in
Lexington at the University of
Kentucky.
Taking part from Calloway

Chuck Harrison
County was Chuck Harrison,
son of Mr. and Mrs. Charles
Harrison, Kirksey. He was
awarded a blue ribbon in the
division for 13 year olds. Chuck
had earlier won top division
honors in county and area 4-H
Talk Meets, with his speech on
"Kentucky Government Has
Alot of Room for Improvement," to become eligible
for state competition.
Talk Meet contestants are
on appearance and
judged
.

U.S. Vetoes Applications By
Vietnams For U.N. Membership
UNITED NATIONS, N.Y.
( AP)- The United States has
vetoed United Nations membership applications by North and
South Vietnam in retaliation for
the exclusion of South Korea.
U.S. Ambassador Daniel P.
Moynihan cast separate vetoes
in rapid-fire succession Monday
as the 15-nation Security Council voted 13 to 1 favoring admission of the Hanoi and Saigon governments. Costa Rica
abstained.
Moynihan recalled that 26
years ago the United States
foreswore use of the veto on
membership questions, but said
it had changed its position because of the council's refusal
last Wednesday even to take up
South Korea's membership application.
The U.S. action brought
charges from Communist and
nonaligned countries that the
United States was reviving Cold
War practices and exercising a
" yranny of the minority,"
Several council members

charged that the United States,
frustrated by defeat of its allies
in Indochina, was using the Korean question as a pretext to
keep Hanoi and the new Saigon
regime out of the United Nations.
This accusation was also
made in a joint press statement
by the U.N. observers of the
two Vietnamese regimes. They
arrived in New York last
month and watched Monday's
session.
Moynihan said the United
States is prepared to agree
with membership for the two
Vietnams if South Korea is also
admitted.
He said that the United
States has always favored universal U.N. membership, but
"will have nothing to do with
selective universality, a principle which in practice admits
only new members acceptable
to the totalitarian states."
Monday's vetoes were the
eighth and ninth cast by the
"Unitelifetates. The Soviet Union

has used the veto 110 times,
many of them to block the admission of new members, including four times against
South Korea's application.
Britain has cast 11 vetoes,
France six and mainland China
two. The Chinese Nationalist
government on Taiwan used the
veto once before it was ousted
in 1971 from the world organization.
Defending the exclusion of
South Korea, Chinese Ambassador Huang Hun said the "sole
legal sovereign state of the Korean nation" is North Korea,
which opposes U.N. membership so long as Korea is divided.
Some Western diplomats
were said to feel that exclusion
of the two Vietnams might
bring pressure on North Korea
by its Communist allies to
change its policies so that the
two Koreas and the two Vietnams, like East and West Germany,could enter the world organization.

For At Least A Month

Grain Traders Asked To Stop
Negotiations With U.S.S.R.

Volur

94
Lc
WISE HONORED
John C. Wise, Murray agent
of the Northwestern Mutual
Life Insurance Company, was
cited july 21 for outstanding
life insurance sales among the
company's more than 3,400
agents nationally during the
1974-75 agents' honor year
He is associated with the
Joseph C. Dudley district
agency, Paducah, of the Marvin L Smith general agencs.
Evansville, Indiana.
Wise achieved membership
in the College Agent
Marathon Club by insuring
over 100 people. He also
became a member in the
College Agent Millionaire
Club by producing over
$1,000,000 of life insurance.
These honors made Wise the
leading College Agent nationwide for Northwestern.
Honor presentations were
made at the 95th annual
meeting of the Association of
Agents, of Northwestern
Mutual Life Insurance Co., at
-tiffiee,
the cocysTale
Milwaukee, Wisconsin, July
21-23. Award winners were
cited for record sales in the
agents' honor year, ending
May 31.

culture Department's forecast mated at 1.458 billion bushels,
WASHINGTON (AP)- The 9f the corn harvest by 3 per up 18 per cent from 1974.
Ford administration is asking cent.
Corn and soybeans, as liveAmerican grain traders "to reThe department has pre- stock feed, are the key infrain from further negotia- dicted a 6 to 8 per cent in- gredients for producing the
,A0nS7.-.1v.413 Al.le..&65et.-.Unioi.)for - _crease- in food prices this year.
iId --poultry .Prod-.711PPg"..
fectivenesi of their talks.
at least a month because of de- over last year. Food price in- ucts American families buy at
from clining expectations for the creases have been about 14.5 the supermarkets.
9-H'ers
hundred
thrdughout Kentucky competed U.S. harvest this year.
per cent in each of the last two
The crop report also inin the 1975 4-H Talk Meet. The
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